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big box update
Lowe’s alleges poor
form by Woolworths
in this
update:

Woolworths requires
arbitration, and has
put forward High
Court chief justice
Murray Gleeson as
its candidate for this
arbitration.

Bunnings
start
text not
building at
Tura Beach
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Bunnings
Warwick
moving to a
larger site
Woolworths
executives
resign from
Hydrox board
A move for
Bunnings
Hastings in NZ
Bunnings
will not price
match Masters’
sale
Lowe’s and
Woolworths
still in court

Lowe’s wants
liquidation
Lowe’s has moved
directly to request that
Hydrox be placed in
voluntary liquidation.
It disputes that arbitration would be possible, citing actions by
Woolworths which it
has termed “oppressive
conduct”’ and acts of
“bad faith”. In the case
Lowe’s Companies headquarters in the US state of North Carolina
of such liquidation, the
Court would appoint a
Hydrox Holdings,
Timber and Hardware Home Consortium) for liquidator.
Woolworths’ failed
Group (HTH) to Meta sum which reports
Lowe’s is currently
home improvement
cash for $165 million
peg at somewhere
attempting to prove its
joint venture with
seems to be remaining between $750 million
allegations of less than
US big-box home
on track, with comple- and $820 million.
fully ethical conduct
improvement retailer
tion expected in early
Lowe’s disputed this by Woolworths. It has
Lowe’s, continues to do October 2016.
resolution, announced requested a range of
damage to Woolworths The third prong, how- by Woolworths’ newly documents from Wooleven as it draws its
ever, which involves
minted managing
worths, and begun to
final breaths.
the disposal of the
director Brad Banducci describe the events
Two prongs of the
property assets of Mas- immediately prior to
that led up to the closthree-prong exit strate- ters, is in danger of be- the company’s reing down of Hydrox.
gy Woolworths has
coming somewhat bent sults announcement.
In an affidavit from
formulated seem to be and twisted at this
Woolworths seems to
the assistant general
going well. GA Austra- stage. Woolworths had have at first suggested counsel for Lowe’s,
lia is handling a slow
planned to dispose of
that Lowe’s consent
Robert O’Neale, Lowe’s
sell-off of $700 million these assets by selling might not really be
claims that immediin inventory from Hy- them to an investment required. Since then it ately prior to Christdrox’s Masters Home
group, Home Investhas moved on to saying mas 2015 Woolworths
Improvement stores.
ment Consortium
that the contract
proposed selling half
The sale of the Home
Company Pty Ltd (aka between Lowe’s and
continues next page
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Bunnings moves to bigger NZ site
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Bunnings is moving
to a larger store in
Hastings (New Zealand), spending NZ4
million on stock and
refurbishment. It
will span more than
4000sqm and include a
nursery area and parking for about 100 cars.
Bunnings New Zealand general manager
Jacqui Coombes said
Bunnings Hastings was
expected to employ
about 50 people, with
the existing team of 25
joined by about 25 new
recruits.
The new Bunnings
Hastings is expected to

be open in December
this year and should
give it a chance to
compete with Mitre
10 Mega. Bunnings
has had difficulty
finding a suitable
site for a large
store in Hawke’s
Bay, Hastings – the
present site is small
by the company’s
standards.
In 2004, Bunnings
had an option to
purchase the current
Mitre 10 Mega site
but let the option
lapse while waiting on
ratification from its
Australian head office,

allowing the Hawke’s
Bay-based Ricketts
family to secure the
property.
In 2011 the Environment Court turned
down Bunnings’

appeal for zoning of a
10,263sqm site because
it was zoned for food
production.
Bunnings closed its
Napier branch in 2014
with the loss of 23 jobs,

saying it was too small
and it was actively
looking for a suitable
site in the area.
https://goo.gl/VtoJgX

of the most interesting
questions to ask is:
why has Woolworths
been so adamant in
resisting voluntary liquidation? By continuing this dispute, the
company is risking a
high degree of damage
to its reputation. If
the deal with Home
Consortium is a good
one, surely a liquidator
would go ahead with
it, or put something in
place that was at least
equally as good?
On a simple level,
it may be that Woolworths is not used
to losing, and doesn’t
know quite what to
do when it does find
itself clearly on the
losing side. The truth
is that the kind of
near-invincibility that
Woolworths thought

it enjoyed for over a
decade simply doesn’t
exist in retail anymore,
and especially not in
the supermarket business in Australia.
Whatever the cause
of Woolworths’ current
difficulties, however,
one thing we can be
fairly certain of is that
its ongoing drama with
Lowe’s is going to have
little effect on Australian home improvement retailers. With
inventory sales in progress, Masters is still set
to close entirely by 11
December 2016.

Lowe’s alleges poor form (cont.)
of its 66.6% holding in
Hydrox to Lowe’s for
$580 million, effectively swapping roles,
with Lowe’s becoming
the senior partner in
the joint venture, and
Woolworths the junior
partner.
More recently, Woolworths valued the
33.3% share of Hydrox
held by Lowe’s at $180
million. That would be
31% of the $580 million
Woolworths wanted to
charge Lowe’s for an
additional one-third
share.
The affidavit also
claims that at this time
Woolworths valued
its Home Timber and
Hardware Group
(HTH) wholesaling
business at $255 million. HTH was recently sold to Metcash

for $165 million, $90
million less than the
proposed figure.
Lowe’s has put
forward additional
details of how the
deals surrounding the
disposal of Masters’
assets were put in
place. This includes
a colourful account
of the US directors of
Hydrox being informed
that the company was
in danger of trading
insolvent, which could
result in criminal
charges, and even their
imprisonment. Meanwhile, it is claimed,
Woolworths may have
made moves to reassure its own representatives that this would
not happen.
Lowe’s objections to
the deal with Home
Consortium put for-

ward by Woolworths
appear to be that this
deal may have had regard for factors other
than obtaining maximum return. Home
Consortium plans to
make the ex-Masters
properties available
for a range of retail
operations, including
those of consortium
members Spotlight and
Chemist Warehouse.
It is notable that while
Woolworths is noted
as a possible future
tenant, neither Coles
nor Kmart are mentioned.

Analysis
It is easy to be distracted by the soapopera-like elements of
this dispute. Putting
those to one side, one
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Bunnings not matching Masters’ pricing
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Bunnings CEO John
Gillam has clarified
his position on the
Masters inventory sale.
He has reiterated that
Bunnings will not be
reducing prices, and
reminded consumers
that Bunnings does
not price match in this
way.
The Masters sale will
likely see Bunnings
miss out on $200 million to $230 million in
sales over two months.
However, with the
Masters competition
ended, a further $1200
million will be available in the hardware/
home improvement
market for 2017.
While results for the
first and second quarters will be affected
negatively, sales in the
third and fourth quarter will be boosted. The
net effect for 2016/17
will likely be positive
at around a $150 million gain. The effect in
2017/18 should be a gain
of around $500 million.
HNN has reported
earlier remarks Mr Gil-

lam made in reference
to the potential fallout
from the Masters exit.
(See page 12, HI News
Vol. 2. No. 3)
https://goo.gl/JW6Zze
According to Fairfax
Media, it is understood
Bunnings has informed
both the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission as
well as the state-based
consumer affairs authorities that it would
not extend its “if you
happen to find a lower
price on a stocked item,
we’ll beat it by 10%”
promise to undercut
the closing down sale
prices at Masters.
Bunnings appears to
be taking action to get
ahead of any customer
complaints from what
could be a three-anda-half-month closing
down sale at Masters
stores.
Wesfarmers has
already warned Bunnings could face some
“short term volatility
of trading margins” as
a result of the Masters
wind-up.

Bunnings’ price
guarantee has never
applied to stock liquidations and sources
close to the big box
retailer said there were
concerns that cutting
prices to below cost,
just to beat Masters
discounts could put it
in breach of consumer law. A Bunnings
spokesperson told
Fairfax Media:

It may be unlawful
and it is not responsible for us to price
match or beat stock liquidation prices where
large volumes of stock
are sold below cost. We
believe this undermines
our focus in delivering
long-term value for
customers and may
damage competition
in the industry as a
whole.

Click ad to visit hbt.net.au
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There is a lot of speculation over exactly
how much stock there
is in Masters, with
hardware insiders
telling Fairfax Media
there is inventory in
the stores, distribution
centres as well as “on
the water” in containers that haven’t arrived
in Australia yet.
https://goo.gl/6DMQ61

big box
update

Hydrox board loses Woolies execs
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The Australian
reports that Woolworths has officially
cut ties with its home
improvement chain
Masters. This follows
a mass resignation of
Woolworths executives from the board
of Hydrox Holdings,
its joint venture with
US hardware big box
retailer Lowe’s. They
will be replaced with
senior staff from Australian insolvency firm,
KordaMentha.
There has also been a
clean sweep of Lowe’s
directors sitting on
the Hydrox Holdings
board with its nominees resigning, including Lowe’s chairman
and chief executive,
Robert Niblock who
has stepped down, ac-

cording to documents
issued by the corporate
regulator.
Woolworths has
made KordaMentha
founder and partner
Mark Korda a director
of Hydrox Holdings.
Along with three
other executives, David
Winterbottom, John
Mouawad and Ryan
Shaw, they now form
a majority of directors
on the board that
controls the soon-to-be
closed Masters stores.
Mr Winterbottom is a
Sydney-based partner
of KordaMentha and
Mr Mouawad is an
executive director of
the firm.
However, KordaMentha’s founder and his
colleagues now being
in control of the Mas-

ters boardroom does
not signal the hardware chain is about to
be plunged into administration or immediate
liquidation.
A spokeswoman for
Woolworths told The
Australian the resignation of Woolworths
executives and replacement by KordaMentha
executives was simply
to help with the orderly wind-down of the
Masters chain, which
will include a $1.5 billion sale of its properties, hardware inventory and Home Timber &
Hardware business. Mr
Korda is a consultant
to Woolworths.
Woolworths chief
financial officer David
Marr, its chief strategy
officer James Goth,

Bunnings will set up
shop on a bigger site
in Warwick (QLD). Bunnings general manager
– property, Andrew
Marks confirmed speculation it was taking
over a bare Canning
Street lot to build a
warehouse. He told the
Warwick Daily News:
We can confirm we
have recently submitted a development
application for a new
warehouse in Warwick.
This development is in
the very early stages of
planning and we look
forward continuing
to work with authorities throughout the
process.

The confirmation
comes after almost two
years of speculation
over whether the current site in Palmerin
Street would move or
be upgraded. In 2014, a
Bunnings spokeswoman told the Daily News
the Warwick store
would be moved to a
“bigger and better site
if one were to become
available”.
In February 2014,
Southern Downs
councillors voted in
favour of allowing
fill lot to be placed on
the vacant site at the
corner of Canning and
Condamine Streets for
the building of what a

report termed a “bulky
goods store”.
When the initial story
came about over the
move for the Bunnings
to the vacant lot, reader feedback reflected
concern about how the

chief legal officer and
company secretary
Richard Dammery and
group director Colin
Storrie have stepped
down from Hydrox
Holdings.
Mr Dammery has
been leading the
protracted negotiations with Lowe’s since
February to settle on a
price for the supermarket giant to buy back
Lowe’s one-third stake
in Masters. He said in a
statement:
Mark and his team
are experienced
directors in complex
restructuring and
closure situations.
They were appointed to
the Hydrox board to replace me and the other
Woolworths appointed
directors in order to

allow us to focus on
our day-to-day responsibilities.
Lowe’s has appointed a number of its
legal officers to sit on
the Hydrox Holdings
board, taking up three
seats, with Woolworths’ nominees from
KordaMentha keeping
four directorships.
Australian lawyer,
Anthony Bancroft
from the firm of Gilbert & Tobin has been
nominated by Lowe’s
as an alternative
director on the Hydrox
Holdings board. Gilbert
& Tobin is acting for
Lowe’s in its Federal
Court action against
Woolworths.
https://goo.gl/oxltjJ
https://goo.gl/1dK37K

Bunnings Warwick moves location

Photo credit: Warwick Daily News
new building would
face floods. The land,
behind the KFC and BP
service station on Albion Street, was hit hard
in the 2011 floods.
The initial 2014
application claimed
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the project would not
worsen flood flows in
the event of a future
deluge.
https://goo.gl/RFTXhL
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Bunnings rejected on
rezoning
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The NSW Planning and
Environment Department
has refused the rezoning of
two blocks of land at Tura
Beach (NSW) for a Bunnings
store.
Minister for Transport and
Infrastructure and Bega
MP, Andrew Constance said
he would meet with the big
box retailer after its application was denied.
Bunnings general manager
– property, Andrew Marks
said the company was
disappointed with the state
government’s decision. He
told the Merimbula News
Weekly:
The proposed new Bunnings Warehouse Merimbula would represent an investment of over $17 million
and provide employment
for over 70 local residents,
as well as approximately 140
jobs during the construction
phase. Bunnings appreciates
the support of the Bega
Valley Shire Council and will
now evaluate its options to
bring jobs and investment to
the Tura Beach community.
Mr Constance is also disappointed at the outcome
but believes the matter
shouldn’t be written off yet.
He said:
We need the job opportunities that come with
Bunnings setting up in our
community. There has to
be a compromise so everyone wins. Planning has
been sensitive to residents
adjoining the land but ultimately there has to be a way
through this.
Council has twice endorsed rezoning the land to
allow Bunnings to further
explore its options and draft

a development application.
But voting was always close
and the council staff recommendation, in the past, has
been against rezoning to B5,
business development.
In rejecting the rezoning
the Planning department
said there was a need to
protect the character of
Tura Beach; rezoning was
incompatible with the
existing neighbourhood
business precinct; there was
a potential conflict with
the adjoining seniors living
development; and Bega was
the major regional centre.
Tura Beach resident, Chris
Kunz has been a vocal
supporter of the Bunnings
development and said he
believed there is an obligation on council to ensure
that the regional strategy
reflected the real situation.
He said:
Tura no longer fits the
village marker with small
shops just supplying people
in the vicinity. The Tura
Woolworths has the biggest
turnover of any Woolworths
in the shire.
Council said there were
already a number of
suitably zoned sites in the
shire that would support a
development of this nature,
and that it was keen to
work with the proponents
and advance the idea for the
benefit of the community.
https://goo.gl/KueG90
https://goo.gl/X07rFb
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indie update
James Aylen bids adieu
in this
update:
Beaumonts
start
text
acknowledges
its top-selling
store
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James Aylen
announces his
departure from
Home Timber
& Hardware
Group

Sources close to HNN
have indicated that
James Aylen, general
manager, Home Timber & Hardware Group

will not be continuing
in his role beyond the
Metcash acquisition
completion date. Mr
Aylen writes in an

email communication
that his final day with
the business will be 2
October 2016. He has
had a 39 year career
with Woolworths.
In his email note, he
thanks members for
their support during
his three years managing HTH Group. He
says he will leave with
the friendships he
has made during this
time. In Mr Aylen’s own
words:
I’m proud to have
been a part of a talented, passionate and
committed group and
leave with a far better

understanding of the
challenges within the
independent sector. I
hope that the coming
period brings strong
growth to all HTH
Group stores as part of
the united independent
hardware network.
I will take some time
to have a well earned
rest, go fishing and
play some golf, before
looking at what the
new year may bring.
Thank you for welcoming & accepting me
during my time with
HTH Group.

Top sales for Castle Hill store
Beaumont Tiles
Castle Hill has been
recognised as the retail
group’s best performing store, taking out
the National Award
Best Sales Performance
2016.
The store is owned
by husband and wife
team Pieter and Kerene
Myburgh and their son
Jaco, who bought the
franchise two years
ago.
Kerene Myburgh said
the win, announced at
Beaumont Tiles annual
national conference
and awards in Adelaide
recently, reflected the
family’s service philosophy to help customers
create their dream
space. She said:
Our main goal is for
our customers to be

comfortable and happy
with their choices
so while we give our
customers advice we
mostly listen, listen,
listen. Renovating can
be an expensive exercise so we take the time
to show the various
products and styles
that will complement
their space.
Once customers have
made a selection we
encourage them to take
some tiles home as the
light in our showroom
is different than what’s
in their home. That’s a
real winner. If someone
comes in by themselves
we encourage them to
get a second opinion on
their choices.
Ms Myburgh said
many customers come
back to the store to

have coffee, a chat, and
to show their finished
rooms. New customers
can also see the many
“before and after” shots
from these renovations
to guide their own
choices.
Beaumont Tiles
managing director
Bob Beaumont said his
company was committed to being the
best in the market by
always aiming to offer
Australia’s best levels
of customer service. He
said:
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Our customer philosophy runs across the
people we employ, the
technologies we deploy,
the products we offer
and the value we place
on our customers.
Castle Hill regularly
outperforms all other
stores and receives
great feedback from
people. It’s this dedication to customers and
our brand that really
sets them apart.
https://goo.gl/FkEdmX

Sponsored by

statistics
Hardware retail sales
July 2016
a few
quick stats:
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A “state of
the industry”
survey
from Houzz
lists some
interesting
facts about
buildingrelated
professions

Looking at the graph
of the percentage
change in hardware retail sales over the past
eight years, it’s easy
to see that the market
entered a different
state in 2015, and that
this tendency has been
enhanced in 2016.
Where during the
years 2009 to 2014 the
growth rates of the different states fluctuated
quite widely, in 2015
they became contained
in a tight band from

1% to 15%. For 2016, this
containment is even
tighter, from growth of
1.5% for the Australian
Capital Territory (ACT)
to 10.24% for New
South Wales (NSW).

Macro influences
What this likely
signals is that macro-economic, Australia-wide influencers
have over-ridden the
influencers of individual states and territo-

ries. Predictions about
how the Reserve Bank
of Australia (RBA)
will handle interest
rates have swung
from contemplating a
possible reduction to
considering a modest
increase possible over
the next six months.
The housing market is
seen to have stabilised
in most areas, with
house prices rising
outside of Perth and
Darwin, while construction continues on

70% expect
to increase
revenues in
2016, while
64% expect to
increase profits
63% are
sepnding more
on marketing
as a growth
strategy
27% plan
to increase
number of
employees,
while 10% will
employ fewer
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an upswing.
The minutes of the
RBA meeting on 6
September 2016 noted
that:
Private residential
building approvals had
increased in July, to be
around the high levels
observed in 2015, and
there continued to be
a significant amount
of work in the pipeline.
Members noted that
this could be expected
to support high levels
of dwelling investment

stats

14

for some time.
Conditions in established housing markets
had generally eased
over 2016. Growth in
housing prices had declined at the national
level and across most
capital cities over the
past year, although
there remained considerable variation by
location.

In terms of renovation activity, the Housing Industry Association (HIA) is predicting
ongoing growth during
FY 2016/17, but at a reduced level from that
of FY 2015/16.
The key role of renovations over the next
two years has been
highlighted by HIA senior economist, Shane

Garrett:
The importance of
home renovations activity is often underestimated – it accounted
for about 35% of total
residential construction during 2015. With
new home building set
to decline over the coming years, the expansion of the renovations
market means that its

importance will only
increase. The revival
in renovations activity
will provide a welcome
offset to the more
challenging situation
emerging on the new
home building side of
the industry.
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supplier update
Chervon buys SKIL
from Bosch
in this
update:
Whattext
start
happens
to the Hills
deal with
Masters after it
closes down?
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There could
be shortterm pain for
Dulux during
the Masters
inventory sale
Chinese
company
Chervon has
acquired SKIL
from Bosch

Chervon (HK) Ltd.
has signed an agreement with Bosch
Power Tools to acquire
the SKIL businesses
in North America
and Europe. The new
arrangement will see
ownership of the rest
of the global market
phased in over a period
of time. The deal is
now subject to the
approval of antitrust
authorities. President
of Chervon, Peter L.Q.
Pan said:
SKIL is an excellent
complement to our existing brand portfolio.
It will further strengthen our competitive
position in the global
power tool market…
Its current brand
portfolio includes Ego,
a line of battery-powered outdoor power
tools; Hammerhead, a
range of cordless tools
and accessories; and
X-Tron. The Toolguyd
website said:
Chervon has made
a lot of the tools for
Craftsman’s 12V Max
Nextec lineup, and still
makes some of Craftsman’s C3 cordless power tools. It also made
Craftsman’s digital
router.
http://goo.gl/Mz9lsT
According to the Pro
Tool Reviews website,
Skilsaw redefined its

brand in 2016 so that
it was separated from
the DIY-level SKIL
brand. Both brands,
however, remain under
the same umbrella, and
Chervon has acquired
both brands in this
deal. It said:
It will be interesting
to monitor new Skil
tools and Skilsaw tools
over the next year and
see what Chervon has
in store for the brand.
If the new Skilsaw
worm drive table saw
is any indication, this
could be a great year.
As Chervon acquires
Skil, we also anticipate
an expansion of the
brand into more types
of saws and tools in the
coming years.
http://goo.gl/S2FXKX

We are confident that
the SKIL business will
benefit from Chervon,
and will be able to
take the best possible
advantage of its opportunities for growth in
this customer and price
segment.
Chervon’s strategy
of creating original
Background
brands began in early
2003. In 2007, the comThe business cooper- pany launched Devon,
ation between Chertargeting the profesvon and Bosch can be
sional Chinese tool
traced back to 2003,
user. In 2013, Chervon
when Chervon became acquired the centuone of the major OEM ry-old German power
suppliers for Bosch
tool brand Flex and
Power Tools. In 2007,
entered the European
the two companies
power tool market.
formed a joint venture
By 2014, Chervon
in Nanjing known as
introduced the world’s
Bovon Power Tools
first 56V Lithium-ion
with a focus on bench- battery driven outdoor
top products. Henning power equipment into
von Boxberg, president the North American,
of Bosch Power Tools
European and Oceania
said:
markets under its own
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brand Ego.
Founded in 1924 in
New Orleans (USA),
SKIL has been a highly
recognised tool brand
for over 90 years. In
the early 1920s, SKIL
invented the electric
hand saw (known as
the Skilsaw) and has
maintained its success
in the marketplace
ever since.
In 1960, SKIL expanded its business to
Europe. Beginning in
the early 1980s, it grew
its footprint into South
America, Asia Pacific
and other emerging
markets. By 1996, SKIL
was acquired by Bosch
and became one of the
business units of the
Bosch Power Tools
division.
http://goo.gl/1gFTCG

indie
supplier
update
Short-term pain for
Dulux from Masters?
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Sources believe the sale of
hardware inventory from
Masters is causing some
anxious moments at Dulux
at the moment.
The Financial Review
writes that Dulux, along
with its wood stain brand
Cabot’s, were pulled out of
Masters at a time when they
represented about 1% of total
Dulux sales. It believes the
shut-down of Masters, and
the purchase by Metcash
of the Home and Timber
Hardware stores, should
deliver more stability to the
overall hardware and home
improvement category in the
medium term.
But the sale of Masters
stock has industry suppliers nervous because of the
impact on the market.
Dulux’s other brands,
Selleys and Yates, are sold
through Masters and will be
caught up in the stock winddown.
Macquarie analysts said
the Masters stock liquidation
is likely to put pressure on
the near-term paint market
dynamics, but impacts may
linger as those paint companies who no longer have the
channel to market through
Masters look for other
avenues to reach Australian
consumers and tradies. They
said:

It could be a longer-term
positive, but competitors
could also be more aggressive
in trying to find alternate
shelf space.

UK paint acquisition
Dulux is scheduled to
report is full-year results in
November, where it has also
promised to reveal some
of the financial details of
its acquisition of premium
Scotland-based paint maker,
Craig & Rose. It is a relatively
small company, but sits at
the higher end of the market
for trades people looking for
authentic paints for historical houses.
Craig & Rose was established in 1829 and the UK
acquisition is part of the
Dulux strategy of looking for
niche positions in overseas
markets. Sales at Craig &
Rose are less than $10 million
annually, so it’s small fry
compared with the $210
million acquisition in 2012
of Alesco and its portfolio of
B&D garage doors, Parchem
construction products and
Lincoln Sentry cabinets in a
diversification strategy.
Image credit: Charlie Brewer on flickr
https://goo.gl/Yf34r2
https://goo.gl/Wbwa6O
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Masters-Hills deal done?
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The Financial Review
reports that Woolworths may give up
control of the Hills
clothesline brand early
to save an extra $10
million in the demise
of its Masters chain.
It is understood that
negotiations under
way between Hills and
Woolworths about the
future of a licensing
deal – from 2014 – centre on the exit provisions in the agreement,
which was intended to
run for 19 years.
Woolworths, which
generates most of the
Hills sales through the
Masters stores, signed
a deal in December
2014 that gave it control of manufacturing,
distribution and sales
of 240 Hills products
across a range of
clotheslines, clothes
airers and garden
sprayers. Hills products were also sold
through Home Timber
and Hardware outlets
and a small portion of

sales is made through
Woolworths’ Big W
stores.
Under the original
terms of the agreement, Hills was entitled to a guaranteed
$2 million per annum
royalty payment for
each of the first seven
years for giving up
control of the brand,
which was making
losses at the time. Hills
is the biggest player in
the $75 million clothesline category.
When the agreement
was announced on
December 4, 2014, Woolworths hardware boss
Matt Tyson said Hills
“will be a strong partner and another example of Masters range
expansion plans”. Mr
Tyson is now working
with Bunnings UK.
Under the Woolworths deal, Hills
maintained ownership
of the intellectual
property in product
patents and designs
including the intellec-

tual property
associated
with the Hills
hoist clothesline that is in
an estimated
7.5 million Australian homes.
The initial
licence period
for Hills was
for seven years, with
Woolworths having
three options for
renewal in additional
four-year blocks. If the
options were exercised then Hills was
guaranteed a total of
$38 million in royalty
payments, along with
uncapped upside
payments if the sales
of the Hills products
exceeded agreed levels.
But the end of Masters has shut off a major channel to market
for Hills.
https://goo.gl/81eAPC
Hills’ new chief
executive David Lenz
told The Advertiser
he is not aware of the
brand’s future once

Woolworths exits its
home improvement
business. He said:
Obviously from our
point of view the deal is
with Woolworths and
was signed to see the
brand in the marketplace for the long term.
But we are not aware
of its future and can’t
comment on it.
Our goal will be to
have some discussions
with Woolworths. At
the end of the day
though, we are guaranteed annual royalty
payments that are not
linked to sales.
Mr Lenz has taken
over the reins from
Grant Logan who
retired after 15 months
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at the helm.
Hill is not interested
in manufacturing the
Hills Hoist line of products again. It is more
focused on its transformation into a hi-tech
distributor of audiovisual, security and
healthcare systems. Mr
Lenz said:
As a business, Hills
is now operating in
strong growth markets
and we are very excited
by the opportunities we
have…The key sectors
for us are aged care,
the Internet of Things
and healthcare.
https://goo.gl/shcZEK
https://goo.gl/yqSOoa

retail update
JB Hi-Fi gets Good Guys
in this
update:
JB Hi Fi has
now acquired
The Good
Guys after
months of
speculation
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JB Hi-Fi has completed a $870 million acquisition of The Good
Guys and will become
Australia’s largest
appliances retailer.
According to Fairfax
Media, the acquisition
will be funded through
a $394 million capital raising and $500
million of debt. It will
boost JB Hi-Fi’s share
of the $4.6 billion home
appliances market
from just 3% to 29% –
making it bigger than
Harvey Norman – and
cement its position as
the leader in electronics, lifting its share
from 19% to 24%.
The deal follows several years of negotiations between JB Hi-Fi
and The Good Guys’
owner and executive
chairman Andrew
Muir.
JB Hi-Fi has looked
at the family-owned
retailer several times
in the past but was
deterred by its complicated joint-venture
ownership structure
(each store was half
owned by the company and half owned by
independent retailers) and by Mr Muir’s
asking price, which is
believed to have been
more than $1 billion. JB
Hi-Fi chief executive
Richard Murray told
the Financial Review:
It was a big deal so
there are a lot of mov-

ing parts – we’re really
stoked to get there. The
opportunity to be number one in consumer
electronics and number
one in home appliances
is a great opportunity.
The deal will increase
JB Hi-Fi’s annual sales
by $2.1 billion to more
than $6 billion and expand its store footprint
by 101 stores to 295.
Mr Muir has shelved
plans for a $1 billion
initial public offer in
favour of the JB Hi-Fi
deal. He said:
Joining forces with
JB Hi-Fi makes enormous sense from every
standpoint. We are
bringing together two
iconic Australian retail
brands that both have
tremendously strong
and loyal customer
bases. The Good Guys’
position and track
record in home appliances is matched by
JB Hi-Fi’s strength in
consumer electronics
and entertainment.
Mr Murray plans to
retain The Good Guys
brand and head office
in Essendon (VIC) to
minimise disruption
and avoid alienating
customers and losing
market share to Harvey Norman. The Good
Guys customers are
mainly home makers
and families while JB
Hi-Fi targets tech-savvy millennials and Gen
Yers. He said:

We have two great
brands with solid
market positions and
we want to maintain
and grow each of those
things – we think that
will create much more
value than merging the
brands.
Mr Murray is expected to take advantage of
the combined group’s
scale in appliances and
electricals to secure
better trading terms
from suppliers, who
until now had been reluctant to give JB Hi-Fi
deals as good as those
at The Good Guys or
Harvey Norman. He
said:
Both businesses were
compelling partners
for our supplier base – I
have no doubt many
of them will be excited
about the scale, the
group will be more efficient and they’ll want
to partner with us.
JP Morgan analyst
Shaun Cousins said the
rationale for the deal
was compelling, with
market consolidation
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delivering significant
synergy opportunities,
but it was not without
risk, citing significant
disruption at The Good
Guys after the company completed the buy
out of 55 jointly owned
stores in July.
About 30 of the 55
joint venture partners retired and the
remaining 25 are under
contract until June
30, 2017. If they leave it
may lead to high staff
turnover at store level,
hurting sales.
JB Hi-Fi expects earnings from The Good
Guys to be flat in 2017
because of the disruption caused by the buy
back. Mr Cousins said:
Execution risk exists
particularly with so
many JVPs departing
but the fact that Michael Ford [CEO of The
Good Guys] is staying is
a positive that moderates this risk.
https://goo.gl/
ZLUT7w

companies
Makita Q1 2016/17
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Makita’s
results have
been strongly
affected by
appreciation
in the value of
the Yen
Net sales down
5.9%
Net income up
21.4%

Japanese power-tool manufacturer Makita has
reported a decline in sales revenue in its first
quarter 2016/17 report. Net sales for the quarter
came in at YEN101,276 million, a decline of 5.9%
over the previous corresponding period (pcp),
which was the first quarter of 2015/16. Much of
this decline was due to the appreciation in the
value of the Yen on foreign exchange markets.
However, these currency fluctuations also
helped to lift the company’s operating income
by 4.1% over the pcp to YEN18,056 million, as the
cost of sales ratio improved. Net income was
YEN13,225 million, an increase of 21.4% on the
pcp.

Regional

growing support for all the nations where it
does business. This will continue, the company
states, regardless of the ups and downs of these
local economies.

Analysis
Makita’s approach to its markets is unique and
highly differentiated from the approaches of
the other “big five” global tool brands. Stanley
Black & Decker is concentrating on developing
a series of key touchpoint products, such as its
Flexvolt 60v/20v range of construction-oriented
power tools, which then support its range of
less differentiated products.
Techtronic Industries’ (TTI) professional Milwaukee brand is all about “lines” of high quality
tools, all sharing basic characteristics, and marketed as a kind of “support team” of tools for the
professional. With Bluetooth connectivity, TTI
is interested in extracting whatever value it can
from any kind of network effect.
Bosch Power Tools has become very research
and development focused, with the aim of
having each of its tools provide the answer to a
need that leads to a result. Hitachi Koki power
tools, with its recent acquisition of Metabo,
seems to be seeking to overlap its own specialised electric motor technologies with the highly
developed Lithium-ion battery technologies of
Metabo, to produce high-end niche products

A more robust housing industry in Japan
helped to lift its net sales there to YEN16,989, an
increase of 6.4% over the pcp.
For Oceania, including Australia, sales grew by
1.2% over the pcp. This result was driven largely
by increased sales of Lithium-ion battery-powered cordless tools.
Sales in North America, Europe and Asia all
declined, largely as a result of the upwards
valuation of the Yen. In Europe sales were down
2.7%, in North America they fell 8.1%, and across
Asia (excluding Japan) they fell by 6.0%. This
was despite overall steady sales in Europe, and
increased sales in North America as the construction industry continues its
YEN millions
recover. In Asia, China continued
to slow, while sales in Vietnam
Makita
2016/17 Q1 2015/16 Q1
and Taiwan grew.
Sales in Central and South
Net Sales
101,276
107,575
America, and the Middle East and
Operating Income
18,056
17,338
Africa all fell due to difficulties in
the economies of these regions.
Net Income
13,225
10,894
Makita’s operating margin varies
Regional Sales
widely across these regions. In
Japan
40,253
40,241
Japan it is around 9%, 8.5% in
Europe and reaches 13.41% in Asia.
Europe
44,330
45,808
In North America, however, it is
North America
17,196
19,027
just 2.87%.
In its Annual Report for the
Asia
46,502
56,334
2015/16 year, Makita explained
Other
13,283
17,265
that its global strategy consists
of continued investment and
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Change
-5.9%
4.1%
21.4%
0.03%
-3.33%
-10.65%
-21.14%
-29.98%

companies
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that provide solutions for very specific categories.
Makita, however, concentrates on developing tools for customers who want to perform
conventional tasks using conventional tools in
the best way possible. The company places a
premium on factors such as the “hand-feel” of
its tools, their repairability and endurance. Its
recently launched CXT line of Li-ion, brushless,
12-volt tools really exemplifies this. By moving
the battery from an in-handle placement, to a
slip-on position at the base of the handle, Makita
has reduced the handle diameter, making it
suit a wider range of hand sizes, and balancing
the tool better in the conventional vertical use
situation.
This is what is behind the company’s slow,
constant growth in widespread global regions
strategy. Where the other power tool companies
— in particular TTI and DeWalt — are seeking
growth through speeding up the replacement/
adoption cycles and introducing new categories
of tools, Makita is seeking to “own” the baseline,
conventional tool market. While that market
may thin somewhat over the next decade in
some developed economies, there are highgrowth prospects in developing nations and
economically emerging economies.
It is an extremely clever strategy, and also, one
suspects, a very satisfying one for a company
that has always placed a premium on simply
making the best tools it can.
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usa update
Ace CEO speaks
in this
update:
True Value
start
text
Company
delivers
revenue lift in
Q2
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Lowe’s is
rolling out
robots to
enhance
customer
service from
store staff
Ace Hardware
CEO shares his
views

Ace Hardware presthat’s shifted or has
ident and CEO, John
Ace always had that
Venhuizen, recently
different focus?
gave two separate
JV: If you go back
interviews where he
30 years, pre the
spoke about why he
onslaught of the big
thinks there is still
box, it was probably
room for local, neighmore in our wheelbourhood stores and
house and the truth
the digital challenges
is the big boxes,
for hardware retailers.
particularly Depot
(The interviews have
and Lowe’s, have
been edited for length
changed the game
and clarity.)
with these massive
Mr Venhuizen mainstores. For the last
worlds. We have a
tains an underdog
decade, we are to
large department
mindset despite its
Home Depot and
that sources and
claim to be the world’s
Lowe’s what Trader
procures product
largest hardware coJoe’s is to Wal-Mart.
in massive quantioperative. He told the
Wal-Mart clearly has
ties to try to bring
Chicago Tribune (CT):
the market share,
locally relevant stuff
We duke it out with
Depot clearly has
to the local stores
some of the world’s
the market share,
and empowers them
best retailers, mostly
but if you want a
to locally curate
with small family busiconvenient locaanything else they
nesses.
tion, you want a lot
think will work in
better service and a
their market.
CT: There’s been a lot
little higher quality
Can it be challengof talk of hardware
of goods, that’s who
ing? Yes. When you
stores benefiting
we want to be …
have owners who
from a strong home
We’re not trying to
are your customer,
renovation market.
be a lesser them, we
do they have opinDoes Ace also see
want to be a better
ions that we hear
that?
us.
regularly? Yes. But
JV: A rising tide lifts all CT: How does being a
we can cry and comboats so it doesn’t
co-op of indepenplain about that like
hurt, but we get less
dent stores help
we’re “smarty pants
upside [from renoyou, and how does it
know-it-alls”, or
vation] since most
make it tougher?
we can say they’re
of our stores do not JV: We have the skill of
living it on the front
have the kind of
the locally embraced
lines. I would tell
products you could
and highly empowyou with no false
build a home from
ered entrepreneur
humility that most
scratch with. Generwho knows their
of our best ideas
ally speaking we’re
community betstarted in the stores
much more that
ter than anyone …
who tried it on their
convenience-orientcoupled with the
own.
ed, home preservascale of a globally
http://my.chicagotrition place.
trusted brand. To us bune.com/#section/-1/
CT: Is that something
it’s the best of both article/p2p-91040838/
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Mr Venhuizen also
spoke about digital
competition to HBS
Dealer at the Ace Convention and Exhibits
event in Las Vegas.

On improvements
to Ace.com
JV: There are three
things. First, we
want our websites
to feel more local, so
that when you go to
Ace.com, it doesn’t
feel like a corporate
site.
Second is search engine optimisation. A
lot of people pay for
words on Google, we
do too. But the real
win is when your
site naturally comes
into searches. Our
performance here is
OK, but it needs to
be great.
And third, we intend
to integrate more
to the local store,
adding local pricing
that is specific to
that store.
goo.gl/Fy3SF1

usa
update
Lowe’s debuts LoweBot
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When I walk into a
store and I want to
know where something
is I want to know right
then — I don’t want
to have to download
an app — a robot can
really help with that.
As the robot scans
shelves using computer vision to send upto-date information to
store associates, it can
show people around
the store. Inventory
Eager to streamline
As customers follow tracking may seem
the in-store shopping
the bots to find items
mundane and borexperience, Lowe’s will on store shelves,
ing, but is incredibly
introduce a fleet of
location-based special important to a retailer,
retail service robots
offers show up on a
said Mr Nel.
through 11 Lowe’s
second screen on the
It never calls out
hardware stores in the back of the LoweBot.
sick and doesn’t need
San Francisco Bay area. The multilingual ro- to take coffee breaks.
The robots, made by
bot can also help stores That said, the goal is
Fellow Robots, use a
determine if they
to augment the work
3-D scanner to detect
need more staff with
of store associates and
people as they enter
different language
free them up to work
stores.
capabilities.
on advising customers
Called LoweBot, the
Some people might
on products and projretail bot can answer
call a robot that can
ects, not replace them,
questions and find
perform duties like
said Mr Nel.
items based on voice
directing customers
For example, the
and queries typed on a to items a “job killer.”
LoweBot can serve as
touch screen.
Not at all, says Kyle
a translator, since it is
The bot can guide
Nel, executive director impossible to find store
them to those items
of Lowe’s Innovation
workers who underusing smart laser
Labs. He said:
stand every customer,
sensors, similar to the
We designed this to
he said.
technology used in
be an assistant to the
Could the LoweBot
autonomous vehicles, associate … [It] is a reone day eliminate jobs?
said Marco Mascorro,
sponse to things people “Most definitely not
chief executive officer wanted since retail be- — my phone doesn’t
of Fellow Robots.
gan, but up until now
make me obsolete,”
The kiosk-like robot
there just wasn’t the
said Mr Nel.
will help consumers
technology to be able to The LoweBot is the
better navigate the
make that happen.
younger sibling of the
store and merchanThe LoweBot is not
OSHBot, an earlier verdise, and check stock
a fancy looking device sion that Lowe’s tested
availability. Employees with a lot of bells and in Orchard Supply
who use the device as whistles. Its role is
Hardware stores over
a sales assistant will be to find solutions to
the past two years.
armed with real-time
consumers’ most basic
https://goo.gl/ZAnV8b
information. This will problems, said Mr Nel.
https://goo.gl/4x1XVL
enable them to deliver
The LoweBot solves
more personalised
and serves our comcustomer service.
mon cold problems.

True Value posts
increases in Q2
US-based hardware
retail co-operative
True Value Company
has reported a rise in
revenue to USD438.7
million for the second
quarter ending July
2, an increase of 1.6%
from the same period a
year ago.
Retail comparable
store sales were up
2.5% in the quarter,
with increases in eight
of the co-op’s nine
product categories, led
by farm, ranch, auto
and pet, lawn, garden
and paint.
It posted a net margin of USD13 million,
up 40.5% from a year
ago. During the second
quarter, True Value
grew its square footage
and member base. In
the six-month period,
the company added
736,000 square feet of
relevant retail space,
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continuing its commitment to grow Destination True Value (DTV)
and other relevant
formats in its store
network.
The DTV format
consistently provides
returns for True Value
member-retailers with
DTV comparable store
sales up 2.3% for the
quarter. President and
CEO, John Hartmann
said:
Last year was the
first full year of our
significant reinvestment in the company.
Our second quarter net
margin performance
is a strong indication
of the upward momentum from where we
finished in 2015. We still
have important work
left to do, but we are
clearly heading in the
right direction.
goo.gl/UnYqk2

europe update
Bunnings evolves
Homebase stores
in this
update:
spoga+gafa
2016 attracts
more
attendees
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High tech
avatars
installed at
some B&Q
stores
Irish business
boosts Grafton
Group’s latest
results
Homebase
conversion is
ongoing

A number of commentators and UKbased observers have
weighed in on what
they see as the transformation of Homebase into Bunnings UK.
According to UK
industry publication
Retail Week, Homebase
is in the early stages of
this change.
It reports that first
impressions are looking good. Like-for-like
sales at Homebase
have increased 7.5%
in the four months
since Bunnings parent
company Wesfarmers
acquired the retailer.
HNN has covered
Bunnings’ acquisition
of Homebase extensively.
https://goo.gl/s9QciP
https://goo.gl/
5JMQVR
Upon making its
GBP340 million purchase of the business
in February, Wesfarmers unveiled plans to
remove concessions
from Homebase stores
and to stop selling
decorative and soft furnishings lines. It will
gradually turn Homebase into a hard-end,
home improvement
retailer and core ranges are being rapidly
reshaped to fit. There
will be more tools and
fewer cushions.
Retail Week Pros-

pect analyst
Duygu Hardman points
out that this
is a dramatic shift
away from
Homebase’s
traditional
proposition.
She told
Retail Week:
Homebase’s offer was
differentiated before,
but now its products
are going to be similar
to B&Q, Wickes and
Screwfix, with an emphasis on trade.
Referring to Screwfix’s double-digit
growth, Ms Hardman
added: “This could be
a good move, because
trade has been one of
the strongest growth
areas in the market,
mainly because of the
Do-It-For-Me trend.”
Bunnings is also targeting a broader range
of products and aims
to hold more stock in
stores as it moves away
from the former Homebase model.
Under Home Retail
Group’s (HRG) ownership, Homebase
was developing its
multichannel and
online capabilities and
benefiting from synergies with then-HRG
stablemate Argos. Ms
Hardman said:
With consumer

attitudes towards DIY
shopping changing
and younger shoppers
preferring to go online
or to more convenient
locations, it seemed
that Homebase’s former omnichannel focus
was a wise one.
But she remains
cautions: “I’m sure
Bunnings will continue
to leverage omnichannel capabilities, but
changing stores into
big warehouses like its
signature mega-sheds
in Australia may not
necessarily be the root
to success.”
B&Q, which currently
stocks up to 45,000
products in an average
store, is seeking to
cut down stock levels,
realigning its business
away from big sheds
towards a multichannel approach.
Homebase’s marketing slogans
have changed, and
in store, prices are
being slashed. Its new
strapline, “Always
low prices” resembles
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Bunnings’ marketing
approach in Australia
with its well-known
“Lowest prices are just
the beginning”. Ms
Hardman said:
Previously Homebase
had a very different
marketing strategy,
driving the quality of
goods and appealing to
female DIY consumers.
The new marketing
campaigns target more
of a core DIY consumer
– older and often male
consumers.
The way price is
communicated has also
changed. Similar to
Bunnings’ approach in
Australia, large orange
price labels are affixed
to items of stock.
Ms Hardman believes
Homebase’s new price
focused campaigns and
value-led credentials
could present a challenge to B&Q. She said:
Homebase can afford
to cut prices because
Wesfarmers and Bunnings are so big. They
continues next page

europe
update
Grafton Group’s Irish boost
Builders merchanting firm
Grafton Group has reported
revenue growth of 13% to
GBP1.23 billion for the first
six months of the year. The
company posted an adjusted
pre-tax profit of GBP68.4
million, representing a 12%
increase.
Average daily like-for-like
revenue growth in the period
from July 1 to August 21 was
1.8%, Grafton said, with the
UK merchanting business
reporting marginally positive
growth. However its Irish
merchanting business had
growth of 11.2%, in line with
the first half.
Its core UK business which
includes the Selco brand saw
24 a near 1% year-on-year fall
in adjusted operating profit
to GBP46.9 million, despite
revenue rising by over 8% to
GBP884 million.
The company said it has
implemented a number of
measures to help mitigate the
competitive pressures in the

UK market. These included
organisational restructuring
which resulted in an exceptional cost of GBP1.2 million
in the period. Grafton said it
planned further measures in
the second half that will result in an exceptional charge
of GBP20 million for the full
year but should deliver benefits in 2017.
The UK merchanting business has continued to see flat
trading in the early part of
the second half of the year
— with pressure particularly
noticeable in the plumbing
and heating businesses. Chief
executive Gavin Slark told
the Irish Examiner:
As with anything in life,
the worst position to be in
is one of uncertainty. Once
you know what is happening
you can plan accordingly.
We can’t pin everything
happening in the UK market
on Brexit but there is uncertainty because of it and that
will continue until we know

the terms and
timeline [for
Brexit].
There are
some fundamentals
[in the UK
market/economy] that
will remain
strong; the
UK remains
a mature and sophisticated
economy.
Grafton said its Irish business benefitted from strong
growth in the residential
repair, maintenance and
improvement market and the
early stages of recovery in
the new housing and commercial property markets.
Its Woodies DIY business
also performed well due to
increased household spending in the sector.
Sales at its Irish merchanting arm rose almost 20% to
GBP158.3 million, and were
up 12.6% on a constant cur-

rency basis. Operating profit
at the unit was 43.5% higher
at GPB10.7 million. It was up
35.1% on a constant currency
basis.
The company said Belgium
continued to be a challenging
market but trading conditions in the Netherlands are
expected to be positive as
the economy and housing
market there recovers.
https://goo.gl/bggDi0
https://goo.gl/tyzcdq

Homebase conversion process (cont.)
already have immense
supplier networks and
well-established direct
sourcing capabilities
in place. This puts
them in a very strong
position.
The UK’s first pilot
Bunnings store is
on track to open as
soon as October, and
between four and six
Homebase conversions
are pencilled in for the
2017 financial year.
https://goo.gl/oOsx5X
In the West Australian, Kim MacDonald
writes that Morgan
Stanley analyst Tom
Kierath believes

Bunnings will poach
at least half of the $1
billion in extra annual
sales it is targeting,
on top of Homebase’s
current sales, directly
from B&Q.
The article goes on
to day that Bunnings
is entering Britain at a
time when consumer
confidence is at its
highest level in almost
a decade and employment is at record highs,
with unemployment at
only marginally above
5%.
Even if it does stare
down B&Q’s parent
Kingfisher, there may

be challenges emanating from Wesfarmers’ typically brash
approach. It displayed
its trademark brutality
it sacked Homebase’s
entire executive staff.
The move could well
put the workforce
offside by fuelling
speculation of further
job cuts, which IBISWorld’s Britain-based
Chris Edwards expects
is likely. (It should be
noted Mr Kierath does
not think job losses are
likely, given Bunnings’
focus on customer
service.)
Managing director of

British retail research
agency Conlumino,
Neil Saunders points
out that morale is not
the only potential
pitfall in marginalising
the locals.
There are features of
the British household
to which Australian
managers are not particularly well attuned,
such as rising damp in
walls. He tweeted:
On the surface, retail
in a foreign country
can seem obvious and
easy. In reality it never
is. There are nuances
and hidden traps.
https://goo.gl/4Cf0OI
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WA-based business
commentator Tim
Treadgold visited the
Homebase London
Battersea store and
gave it a 5/100, calling
the store a “disaster
zone” that was low on
customers, with poor
ranging. He said the
garden centre was the
best part of the store,
but time, money and
competition from B&Q
and Wickes are issues
Bunnings will have to
face.
https://goo.gl/DOYXTj

europe
update
B&Q tries out avatar service
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Home improvement retailer B&Q is
responding to new research that reveals UK
customers’ reluctance
to seek advice.
Statistics confirm
that 70% of Brits
refuse to ask for advice
and 26% would rather
go online than consult
a real person. In light
of this research, B&Q is
trialling a hi-tech customer service channel
using “advice avatars”
to help encourage people to overcome their
phobia of asking for
assistance.
High-tech avatars
were twinned with real
life colleagues at the
B&Q Wallasey store, to
help customers with
DIY tasks. The avatars,
dubbed “iB&Qs” took
live advice and tips directly into customers’
homes, linking in real
time with store colleagues. Each avatar is
equipped with its own
orange apron and a
unique “I” name badge
to match its human

partner. For example,
team member Megan
Peters controlled
iMegan.
When looking at why
the UK is so reluctant
to ask someone for
help, the research
shows that 70% of
people think they can
manage on their own,
29% are too embarrassed to ask and 24%
simply don’t want to
impose.
Mums were edged
out of the top spot for
those who give the
best advice in favour
of those with professional expertise and
experience. Of those
who do feel comfortable asking for advice,
they are more likely
to ask for directions
than they are for home
improvement tips.
The iB&Q trial is supported by team members across 300 stores,
as well as a colleague
takeover of Twitter
and Facebook accounts
as B&Q staff respond
live to requests for tips

and advice. DIYers can
also find further help
online at B&Q’s YouTube channel and DIY.
com, which feature 300
how-to articles and 250
videos. Richard Sherwood, B&Q customer
and marketing director, told Retail Times:
Some customers
may be nervous about
asking for advice, but
help is always at hand
at B&Q. Whether you’re
planning a project,
buying your tools or
materials, or needing a
bit of guidance during
your home improvement, our colleagues
can help you in person,
online, and from other
new technologies in the
near future.
https://goo.gl/
SGDzmI

More attendees at
spoga+gafa 2016

This year’s spoga+gafa event closed on 6
September 2016 with
over 39,000 visitors
from 106 countries.
This compares favourably to last year’s
event that attracted
37,000 visitors from
108 countries, representing an almost 6%
increase.
Katharina C. Hamma, chief operating
officer of organiser
Koelnmesse said 60%
of attendees came
from abroad and the
remaining 40% were
from Germany.
In terms of exhibitors, 2,032 companies
from 57 countries
(83% from international markets) chose
spoga+gafa as the
platform to present
their latest products
and services. John W.
Herbert, general secretary of the European
DIY-Retail Association
(EDRA) said:
This year’s gafa was
successful for our
members from EDRA
and GHIN (Global
Home Improvement
Network) … I spoke to
the four members of
the our second largest
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Japanese member
Komeri with over 1.000
stores and they were
delighted with what
they experienced and
are taking time to look
at other the stores
in the region. Home
Depot were also well
represented with a delegation of buyers from
the US and Canada.
EDRA/GHIN has 121
home improvement
retail members operating in 102 countries
with over 23,000
stores and members’
sales exceed EUR230
billion. For these associations, spoga+gafa is
a recommended trade
fair.
spoga+gafa 2016
covered 225,000sqm
of floor space and all
four product sections
were presented along
the entire length of
the trade fair boulevard. It showcased a
wide range of ideas
for the garden and
outdoor category.
In 2017, spoga+gafa
will be held from 3 to 5
September.
https://goo.gl/jafSwc
https://goo.gl/yv6VxQ

Hardware Retail’s
New Frontiers

Bunnings store locations heatmap
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Australia population 2011 heatmap

On the left is a map of Australia that shows a “heatmap” of all the Bunnings store locations in Australia. On the right is a heatmap of population from 2011 Census data. This
demonstrates both the power and influence of Bunnings, as well as an advantage of its
centrally-managed retail approach. The company is able to deploy its resources in the
most advantageous way posible.

		 Just as...

... the fall of the Soviet Union, and the end
of its imperialist ambitions saw established
nations split and splinter, so the final days of
Grant O’Brien’s efforts to make Woolworths
a force in home improvement are seeing the
equivalent of new hardware “nation states”
formed, new allegiances made, and a new “retail politics” take shape.
The most obvious evidence of this can
be seen on the retail level, as the ex-Woolworths-owned Home Timber and Hardware
Group (HTH) is forcibly joined with the Metcash-owned Mitre 10 retail operations. However, the changes reach far deeper than that.
hnn.bz

In reviewing the effect on competition in home improvement of that merger, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) spent little time on what might
happen at the retail level. Its concern was instead focused on
the consequences for all independent hardware retailers of
moving from two to just one large wholesaler.
Going back one step further in the supply chain, these
changes will also involve the importers, the distributors, and
even the manufacturers of goods for hardware, home improvement and the fast-expanding outdoor living category.
Take, for example, the situation facing the innovative Chinese
power-tool company Positec, which produces the Worx and
Rockwell brands. Positec had placed high hopes on distribution through Woolworths’ soon to close Masters big-box
retail outlets. It was, in the past, also prominently featured in
many HTH stores, and less prominently featured at Mitre 10
stores. With the HTH/Mitre 10 merger, the company may face
a tougher future in the Australian market.
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Or, more pertinently, there is the example of the US-brand
from Illinois Tool Works, ITW. A few independent, non-Mitre
10 hardware retailers have mentioned to HNN that they have
a sense that the deals they have been offered by ITW in 2016
are not quite as attractive as those they were offered in 2014.
It’s impossible for HNN to judge this, and we have no idea if
it is true, but those with whom we’ve spoken have seemed
convinced.

Post-Masters

In the very short term -- as in
now — the first factor is how the
inventory sell-off managed by GA
Australia for Masters is going to
affect the retail sales in the lead-up
to Christmas. As HNN has reported in the past, the effects will be
highly regional, mainly in Victoria,
New South Wales, Queensland and
Western Australia. In those states,
the cities of Melbourne, Sydney,
Brisbane and Perth will be the
most affected, along with some
regional areas which have one store

Map data ©2016 Google

From the source supplier and
even the wholesale supplier perspective, many of the changes to
come are likely to take place from
March 2017 onwards. Over the
next five months or so, as we move
up on Christmas 2016, there are
already so many factors at work
that st.

Melbourne in Victoria has a particulary high concentration of Masters retail outlets.
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to contend with. It’s likely that for the month of either October or November each of these key areas will see Masters
displace 12% to 15% of total sales. This depends on how GA
Australia chooses to manage the sale process.
The next question that faces the industry, early in 2017, is
how the final exit of Masters is going to change the market.
On paper, it means there will be around $1.2 billion to be
divided among continuing operations. In practice, it is likely
a disproportionate amount of this will be scooped up by the
Wesfarmers-owned Bunnings big-box home improvement retail chain. Bunnings, in this case, just has so much going for it.
It’s product range is a close match to that of Masters (though
missing the extensive white-goods appliance range). It’s hard
to think of any retail operation with anything approaching
a better geographic proximity, as Masters had a strategy of
opening stores adjacent to Bunnings warehouse stores.
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Bunnings’ take could be as high as two-thirds of the total Masters annual retail sales. It’s no wonder that, while
concerned, both Bunnings CEO John Gillam and Bunnings
Australia managing director Mike Schneider do not seem
over-stressed at the prospective effects of the Masters inventory sale. Bunnings is likely to experience one quarter of
declining sales, followed by three quarters of good sales, and
a sequential fourth quarter of what will likely be outstanding
comparatives. That $800 million boost to sales will increase

Map data ©2016 Google

A map of the distribution of Masters stores across Australia clearly shows how concentrated they are in the capital city regions of Victoria, New
South Wales, Queensland and South Australia.
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earnings before interest and taxation (EBIT), going some
way to help balance Bunnings’ transformation of its newly-acquired Homebase business in the UK in return on capital
(RoC) terms.
Meanwhile, the newly combined Mitre 10/HTH business of
Metcash could gain something like between 60% and 70% of
the remaining $400 million in ex-Masters sales revenue. At
around $250 million, this would add between $7 million and
$8 million to EBIT. This could go some way towards helping
Metcash cover what are likely to be some of the integration
costs for the HTH acquisition.
These integration costs are likely to be considerable. Taking
one item alone, moving to a single IT system, there are going
to be high direct costs, as well as incidental costs made up of
staff retraining, the inevitable mistakes that will get made,
and even increased staff turnover.
It also needs to be said that, in looking at the strategies
Bunnings develops, it is nearly always a mistake to think of
that company as being static. It is quite possible Bunnings
will move to source a product that is a staple of the trade
business for Mitre 10/HTH and introduce this in August 2017
with the goal of slightly disrupting the September to December 2017 renovation market.
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On the ground
Beyond these strategies for 2017, there are also what we
might think of as “foreground” strategies at work as well.
These relate to the experiences of the individual retailer. In
the case of many HTH and Thrifty-Link retailers, with their
group’s ownership transferred from Woolworths to Metcash,
they have found themselves wondering how long their brand
is likely to survive.
An even more direct problem is largely one of geography.
For HTH retailers who are already in an area where they
come under heavy competition from Mitre 10 stores, how will
they continue to differentiate their offering when they will
be sharing the Mitre 10 supply chain?
For example, consider an HTH supplier that has chosen to
stock Bremmick fasteners instead of one of ITW’s fastener
lines (as the well-regarded Hume & Iser HTH store in Bendigo does). Based on the undertaking Metcash signed with the
ACCC, the store will retain the right to order that product independently of the Mitre 10 supply chain, if that is necessary.
It seems unlikely, however, that stores will, on their own, be
able to negotiate a good price on the product. This could lead
them to join a buying group, and perhaps seek out additional
products to help them further differentiate themselves.
The question that comes up, and has been mentioned to
HNN by several industry experts, is whether Mitre 10 would
continue to treat a retailer who goes down this path equally
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with a retailer who orders 99% of their stock from preferred
suppliers through Mitre 10.
It is impossible for HNN to look into this issue. All that we
can say, with any confidence, is that it seems this perception
exists among some retailers and others in the industry. It will
be interesting to see if Mitre 10 does anything to counteract
this perception, and to give all of its retailers the sense of confidence they perhaps could have in the company.

Brands
Another quite strong rumour that HNN has heard is that
Metcash could consider radically altering the brand structure
of its hardware operations by the end of 2017. One signal that
this is a little more likely than not, is that the former head of
HTH, James Aylen has resigned, and will be leaving not only
HTH but Woolworths as well, effective from 2 October 2015.
(There are more details on this in the Indie Update section of
this issue.)
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The rumours we hear suggest that while the HTH brand
will be retained in some form, the two sub-brands in the
hardware group, Thrifty-Link and TruValue, will be phased
out. Instead, the rumours suggest, Mitre 10 will be made into
the premiere brand, and HTH will become a secondary brand.
The rumours don’t supply much in the way of detail about
how this will happen.

The geography of hardware retail
With all this speculation and rumour in the industry, at
HNN we’ve been turning increasing to harder sources of
information as well.
One conclusion that we’ve reached is that 2017 is going to
be a time when geography plays an increasingly important
role. To help us all understand the changes that are sweeping
through the industry, in the context of the Australian geography, along with its demographic and regional activity aspects,
we’ve been building a series of interactive maps.
On the pages that follow, we are presenting some of these
maps as static images. We would like to note that, while we
have made every effort to be accurate, some of the data remains incomplete. We are hard at work making it as complete
as possible, but we think that even at this stage it is worth
sharing this work with our readers.
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Mitre 10/HTH

Map data ©2016 Google

This map shows the
distribution of Mitre
10, TruValue, HTH and
Thrifty-Link stores
throughout Australia.
In this version the
Mitre 10 and TruValue
stores are overlaid on
the HTH and Thriftylink stores.
There is the expected weighting of store
distribution towards
the eastern part of the
southern coast, as well
as most of the eastern
coast. Note that the
HTH stores appear
on the outer fringes
of the Mitre 10 stores,
indicating a greater
reach into more regional areas.
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Map data ©2016 Google

This map shows the
distribution of Mitre
10, TruValue, HTH and
Thrifty-Link stores
throughout Australia.
In this version the
HTH and Thrifty-link
stores are overlaid
on the Mitre 10 and
TruValue stores.
One of the interesting features of this
view is that it indicates HTH stores tend
to thrive in conditions
of either relatiely high
population density, or
relatively low population density. The
patches where the
blue of Mitre 10 shows
through tend to be
medium population
density areas.
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Mitre 10/HTH NSW
Sydney
Surrounds

Map data ©2016 Google

The top map shows a
deep dispersal pattern,
with the stores from
the different brands
spacing themselves
out.
Thrifty-Link stores
are present in close
proximity to both
brands.
However, Mitre 10
and HTH stores are
spaced out from both
their own brand and
the competing brand.
Why?

Southern NSW
Map data ©2016 Google

What makes the
Sydney map puzzling
is that this dispersal
pattern is what would
be expected in less
densely populated
regions. Both Mitre
10 and HTH stores
are relatively evenly
distributed, with some
clustering only around
population centres.
Why would the same
kind of dispersal pattern emerge in Sydney,
with its high population density?
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Bunnings/Mitre
10 Sydney area

Map data ©2016 Google

Some hint as to what
might be going on is
shown in this map.
It is likely that the
high concentration of
Bunnings Warehouses,
interspersed with Bunnings Stores, has the
effect of reducing the
catchment populationfor Mitre 10 and HTH
stores.
Though, as shown
on the following page,
there may be exceptions to this.
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Mitre 10/HTH/HBT NSW
Bunnings/Mitre
10/HTH Newcastle, NSW area
The above doesn’t
explain the clustering of Mitre 10 and
HTH stores around
Newcastle, despite the
presence of three Bunnings Warehouses.
The graph at far
left might offer an
explanation. In areas
of high building
growth, the influence
of Bunnings might be
diminished, as there is
a strong shift to tradebased revenue.
This might also
explain why Mitre 10
continues to focus on
its trade business: this
is the path it must
take to grow store
numbers in Australia.
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HBT/Bunnings/
Mitre 10/HTH
Sydney Area

Map data ©2016 Google

To add some additional substance to
the above point, HBT
stores tend to range
somewhat closer to
Bunnings stores than
either HTH or Mitre
10. This could be due
to HBT’s long-term
strong focus on trade
sales.
There is also slightly
less overlap between
HBT and HTH stores
than there is between
HBT and Mitre 10
stores.
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Mitre 10/HTH/HBT VIC
HTH/Mitre 10

Map data ©2016 Google

With a high level of
centralisation, and a
fairly constant relation
between house prices
and distance from
the Melbourne CBD,
southern Victoria has
a quite regular store
distribution.

HTH/Mitre 10/
Bunnings
Melbourne and the
region surrounding
the city has the most
intense coverage by
Bunnings of any Australian city.

Map data ©2016 Google
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HTH/Mitre 10/
Bunnings/HBT

Map data ©2016 Google

Again, there is a
marked tendency for
Mitre 10 stores to be
located some distance
from Bunnings. There
is moderate overlap
with HTH stores,
and HBT stores are
frequently located in
proximity to Bunnings
stores.
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Mitre 10/HTH/HBT QLD
HTH/Mitre 10

Map data ©2016 Google

As contrasted with
both Sydney and Melbourne, Brisbane has
its own unique pattern
of distribution. Where
Melbourne suburbs are
quite homogenous, and
Sydney has more sense
of locale, in Brisbane
there are prime and
non-prime suburbs
and locations.
To fully understand
the distribution of
home improvement/
hardware stores requires a finer-grained
view.

HTH/Mitre 10/
Bunnings
There is an unexpected intensity of
coverage by Bunnings
around Brisbane, and
along the coast to the
south of the city. As
contrasted with HTH
and Mitre 10, Bunnings
would seem to be
slightly overweighted.
It could be this reflects some forecasts of
growth prospects.

Map data ©2016 Google
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HTH/HBT

Map data ©2016 Google

There could be a pattern of infill occurring
here, between the HTH
and HBT stores, with
six of the seven HTH/
Thrifty-Link stores
evenly spaced from
HTB stores.
Equally, however, this
could be a result to
lower densities in this
urban area.
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Mitre 10/HTH/HBT WA
HTH/Mitre 10
Map data ©2016 Google

Perth has the most
minimal overlap
between Mitre 10 and
HTH stores of any
state.

HTH/Mitre 10/
Bunnings
Once again, the map
above is explained by
the map below it, this
one. Bunnings has a
strong presence in the
central region of Perth.
It is also interesting
to note that there is
a high proportion of
Bunnings Stores to
Warehouses.

Map data ©2016 Google
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HBT/Bunnings

Map data ©2016 Google

Yet, surprisingly,
what we find with HBT
is a strong overlap,
that could amount almost to a form of co-location between HBT
and Bunnings retail
outlets. As surprising,
this almost-clustering occurs more with
Bunnings Warehouses
than its Stores.
Are the HBT stores
supplying something
to the WA market that
Bunnings is not?
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Mitre 10/HTH/HBT SA
HTH/Mitre 10

Map data ©2016 Google

Adelaide is, evidently,
very much Mitre 10’s
town when it comes
to these two hardware
brands.

HTH/Mitre 10/
Bunnings
A relatively low
density of Bunnings
retail outlets. Interestingly, there seems to
be less offset between
Bunnings and Mitre
10 in Adelaide than
elsewhere.
It seems possible that
the Mitre 10 brand is
unaccountably strong
in this locale.

Map data ©2016 Google
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HBT/Bunnings/
Mitre 10/HTH

Map data ©2016 Google

Supporting this idea
of Mitre 10 as a strong
brand in SA, it’s noticeable that the HBT
stores tend to avoid
proximity to Mitre 10
stores as well.
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TTI Continues
Growth Story

38

Joseph (Joe) Galli, CEO of Techtronic Industries Group (TTI), interviewed on Bloomberg TV

goo.gl/IzdDvU

Hong-Kong-based global power tools and
floor care company Techtronic Industries
Group (TTI) has reported its results for
the first half of FY 2016. Overall sales were
US$2686 million, up by 8.6% on the previous
corresponding period (pcp), which was the
first half of 2015. Excluding fluctuations in
foreign exchange transactions, the increase in
revenue would have been 9.7%.
Gross profit underwent a 9.9% boost over
the pcp to come in at USD969 million, delivering a 0.5% boost in gross margin to 36.1%.
Earnings before interest and taxation (EBIT)
were USD201 million, up 11.3% over the pcp.
This resulted in a net profit for the half of
USD177 million, up 11.6% on the pcp.
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Expenditure on research and development expanded to
USD71 million, up 8.4% over the pcp, with selling, distribution
and advertising costs also rising, by 11.3% to USD400 million.
Capital expenditure (CapEx) rose to USD81 million, a 22.2%
increase over the pcp.

Regional
Earnings were somewhat affected by currency exchange
fluctuations. North American sales were USD2023 million,
up 9.7% on the pcp, and would have been up 10.1% without
currency effects. Sales for Europe, the Middle East and Africa
(EMEA) were USD465 million, up 5.5%, but would have been
up 7.3% in a stable currency situation. For “rest of world”
(ROW) sales (which includes Australia), the figure was USD197
million, up 4.8% on the pcp, and would have been up 11.4%
without currency fluctuations.

Power equipment
Overall, the segment recorded sales of USD2204 for the
half, up by 12.6% on the pcp, and up 13.6% in local currencies.
The operating profit also rose, coming in at USD185 million,
up by 15.4% on the pcp.
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The TTI industrial/construction power tool brand Milwaukee saw an increase in sales of 20.2% in local currencies. For
the brand, North American sales grew by 19.9%, EMEA sales
grew by 22.0%, and ROW sales grew by 20.3%.

Floor care and appliances
This segment contracted during the half. Sales were reported as USD481 million, down by 6.7% on the pcp. Operating
profit also fell, down by 20.8% at USD16 million.

The CEO speaks

TTI Results

• TTI continues to grow its Milwaukee and Ryobi power tool
businesses at a rapid rate
• However, its floor care/appliance
segment has contracted
• Milwaukee is rolling out innovative new products making use of
the basics Milwaukee has established: Li-ion batteries backed
by strong on-tool electronic
management systems, brushless
motors, and One-Key Bluetooth
connectivity
• Ryobi continues to innovate
with products such as its QuietStrike silenced pulse screw
driver
• Floor care will bring out innovations over the next two years
in floor cleaning robots, commerical cleaning, and cordless
devices
• To aid in further developing
floor care, the company has
opened a research and development centre in North Carolina

The CEO of TTI, Joseph (Joe) Galli, delivered his usual enjoyable and enthusiastic appraisal of the company. He began
by pointing out that, while floor care results had declined,
the rest of the company was doing
USD millions
very well. He also noted that one
Techtronic Industries FY 2016 H1 FY 2015 H1
reason for floor care being down
was due to a strategic reallocation
Sales
2686
2474
of resources:
Gross Profit
969
881
Remember this business includes
EBIT
201
181
appliances which we’re exiting. We
have a lot of OEM business that we
Net Profit
177
159
have moved away from and there’s
Earnings per share
$9.69
$8.67
parts of that business that are no
Power Tools
longer strategic or profitable. So
Sales
2204
1958
the top line is down but we have
tremendous enthusiasm about our
Operating Profit
185
160
floor care business out over the
Floor Care
next three years.
Sales
481
516
Operating Profit
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16

21

Change
8.6%
9.9%
11.3%
11.6%

12.6%
15.4%
-6.7%
-20.8%

It’s not a business that’s going to change overnight but you
will see and I’ll show you today some direction. We are very,
very confident that floor care will contribute to this company’s
profit growth as we go forward and I think our credibility is
pretty good because 82% of the company is setting record after record with one six month period of success after another.

Mr Galli returned to the topic of the floor care segment
near the end of his presentation, outlining its future strategy:
So in floor care our results are down in the first half. Our enthusiasm about the business is high. Why? We have an outstanding plan in floor care here to develop this business in terms of
sales and profit. We believe the future in floor care is cordless,
robots, and commercials. So those three areas. We’re going
to focus on cordless floor care products, on robots which is a
brand new area for us, and on commercial which is a massive
opportunity for the floor care business.
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Perhaps the biggest surprise of this strategy was for the robots – by which Mr Galli means Roomba-type floor sweepers
and cleaners. Elaborating on this strategy, he said:
Now remember, when you look at our floor care results, we’ve
never had robots. The robot market is almost as big as the
entire upright vacuum cleaner market. It’s a massive market.
It’s an area where cordless matters a lot because these are all
cordless and guess what, we are very very good at cordless
technology. So we’re optimistic that we can compete and
flourish in a robot market that has a lot of promise.
Mr Galli also outlined the development of a new research
and development facility established just for the floor care
business:
And I can tell you in the last six months which you don’t see
when you look at the results that we announced, we established a new global floor care headquarters in Charlotte, North
Carolina. The headquarters is a very exciting dynamic product
development environment consistent with what we’ve done
with Ryobi and Milwaukee. We have significantly upgraded
our floor care teams both in North America and in Europe.
So we have a much stronger and I
would say we have a floor care team
that’s aligned much more closely
with TTI’s core competence of high
speed product development and
really obsessing over what the customer really wants and then finding
ways to solve those questions better
than our competitors.
In speaking of the power tool
business, Mr Galli began by describing Ryobi as having become
the “number one brand” in the
DIY sector. He went on to discuss
the latest product to come out of
Milwaukee, a 9 amp-hour, 18-volt
battery, which he described as “the

TTI’s floor care research and development centre in Charlotte, North Carolina (illustration)
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world’s most powerful battery for a power tool”.
He next described Milwaukee’s recently
developed cordless mitre saw. He said that the
ten-inch saw differed from those of Milwaukee’s competitors by being custom-designed for
cordless, featuring both a large sawing diameter and lightweight construction. Other recent
innovations from Milwaukee he mentioned
included its newly released cordless nailguns,
a full-sized cordless polisher, and a cordless
drywall screw gun.
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The area that Mr Galli focused the most on,
however, was lighting. He described how Milwaukee was replacing the halogen lighting that
is common on many construction sites with
LED-based lighting using cordless technology.
Here’s an example. This is a light we call a Radius
light. This is a light that you would put in a room
like this if this room was under construction and
it was dark. You’d have a light like this that would
light up the room so that workers can get their
job done. Historically all these lights that we com- Milwaukee cordless mitre saw
pete with are floor mounted and they’re huge.
So in the middle of this room you would have a
giant light, so that workers can get their work done.
Now the problem with that is first of all you have to plug it into
a generator which makes a lot of noise. Secondly halogen is
150 degrees Fahrenheit, it’s dangerous, and third how do you
work if the middle of the room has a big giant light in it, so you
have to you have to manoeuvre around the light. So we have
the ceiling-mounted light called a Radius light.
By the way, it’s connected to One-Key, so your
iPhone can be used to set where to point the
light, when to turn it off and on. These lights can
connect together so you can put ten of these in
a room in a large ball room, interconnect them,
and control them on your iPhone.
(An edited transcript of Mr Galli’s presentation is presented in this issue.)

Analysis
It’s interesting to note that the share price
of TTI fell by close to 10% around the release
of its results. That is likely partially caused by
currency exchange rate concerns, but also the
underperformance of the company’s floor care/
appliances segment – despite the high performance of its power tools segment.
In the end, being an advanced company in
an area dominated by more traditional companies has advantages and disadvantages. On
the plus side is the possibility to discover and

The Radius floodlight from Milwaukee
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capture new markets before competitors do. On the minus
side, however, there will be times when the market, judging
performance by conventional metrics, will miss some of what
you achieve.
The main way in which TTI is different from most other
power tool companies is that it is something that is sometimes called a “front-loading” company, while the other companies are “back-loading”.
The way back-loading companies work is to have a base set
of established power tools, and then to offer innovations as a
premium line – at a premium price – above these. Over time
– usually two to three years – the premium line becomes the
base line, and a new premium line is developed.
Front-loading companies do the reverse. They develop
new, innovative products and launch these immediately as
the new base line. The previous generation of products is
discounted in various ways, and offered for sale as an “almost
but not quite as good” line.
For a very competitive company such as TTI/Milwaukee,
this has some obvious advantages. While the competitors
slowly develop and release to market new innovations, TTI
releases rapidly and often. This not only makes the company’s products look good in comparison, it also drives upgrades
among loyal customers.
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It’s hardly overstating the case to say that TTI has now developed products that are designed to out-compete products
of its competitors — products that have yet to be released, or,
in some cases, not even developed yet.
The Ryobi QuietStrike is a case in point. This uses hydraulic action instead of the spring-driven anvil of an impact
driver to help drive screws. In TTI’s Ridgid oil-pulse driver,
this delivers faster driving times and reduced noise. In the
QuietStrike – for domestic use – Ryobi has tweaked this to
concentrate on less noise. It’s a great customer insight, and a
tool that will be unique in the market for some time.
Front-loading companies find themselves often facing up
to two difficulties. The first is simply that they develop so
fast, they start to outpace the
market slightly. Milwaukee is
just on the verge of that at the
moment, and, at least in terms
of market releases, it is concentrating more on widening
the application of its existing
technologies than continuing
to release advances.
The second difficulty is
that sometimes the areas
front-loading companies
choose to invest in do not

Ryobi QuietStrike pulse driver video on YouTube: youtu.be/7mXOKIxJy14
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make much sense to investors. TTI’s floor care business
doesn’t look all that good at the moment, for example. However, for front-loading companies where you need to look at
is how areas such as this integrate with the company’s core
business.
As Mr Galli indicated, one of the main areas the floor care
business will expand into will be robot floor cleaners. As
TTI’s highly-respected chairman, Horst Pudwill, pointed out
in some comments at the results presentation, TTI has some
expertise that applies in this area, such as cordless, battery
operation, the high-efficiency electric motors, and compact,
lightweight design.
However, there is just as much technology needed that TTI
does not have access to, such as robotic “vision” to determine
obstacles, and machine learning to help the robot navigate a
floor space. While systems exist that can be bought-in from
third-parties, it’s likely TTI will want to develop these further.
Could that investment be deployed elsewhere? Are there
any similar devices for which a market is developing? Yes.
Robotic lawnmowers.
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Bosch Power Tools – which is a division of Bosch itself
transitioning from being back-loading to front-loading – has
released a down-sized robot lawnmower this year. As a guess,
we are probably about 18 months out
from seeing a Ryobi version.
The possible integration goes deeper
than that. What if the cordless vacuum
cleaner in the kitchen also gets a Ryobi
Li-ion battery – or a battery identical and
interchangeable with Ryobi but with a
slightly different brand? Then there’s the
remote surveillance camera on the front
gate, the hotplate serving plate for the
dinner table, a toaster you can set down
anywhere, a cordless hairdryer, mixer, and
so on.
Over the next five years, the floor care
business might be the entry point for TTI
products to move from the garage to the
kitchen and living room.

Construction infrastructure
Some of the same kind of integration
thinking applies to TTI’s Milwaukee
brand, especially as it is used in construction. Its One-Key Bluetooth-based,
internet of things (IoT) integration has so
far been highlighted as a cordless power
tool management and control system. It
assists with tool location and inventory.
Tool use can be monitored. Tool settings

Despite many advances, construction industries continue to affect many lives.
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can be pre-established and downloaded for use in
specific tools.
Mr Galli has, however, indicated another use
for the technology in this presentation. In highlighting the company’s move into construction
site lighting, he chose as his example Milwaukee’s
Radius light, which is due out in a One-Key version in October 2016. These lights can be tied together using One-Key, enabling a number of them
to be turned off and on with a single smartphone,
and providing monitoring of battery charge.
As Mr Galli mentioned, these lights can be
mounted on the ceiling in the centre of a work
area. From that position, what else might they
provide? They might support both Bluetooth
connectivity, and a wireless router, establishing
a WiFi network. That could provide real-time
access to tool data from a remote location.
These lights could also incorporate a video
camera, or three video cameras, each with a 120
degree angle of view. And, perhaps also a speaker.
With all of these tied into the WiFi network.
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That would mean, effectively, that someone
could sit in an office on the other side of the
world and monitor what was going on in the
construction of a building, on a multi-floor,
multi-worksite basis. With safety being the major
concern on any construction site, it would be possible for a remote monitor to observe potentially
unsafe work practices, shut down any Milwaukee
tools being used via One-Key, and use the remote
speaker to explain what has gone wrong.
Effectively, one of the ways in which TTI could
develop would be away from only providing power tools for use on construction and industrial
sites, and towards providing a complete technical
infrastructure for construction.
HNN is not, of course, entirely sure that is the
direction in which TTI will go. What does seem
to matter is that of all the power tool companies
active today, TTI would seem to be the only really
positioned to take full advantage of this kind of
technological development.
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The following is a transcript of the presentation address given by the CEO of Techtronic
Industries, Joseph (Joe) Galli on 18 August
2016. It covers the company’s release of its
results for the first half of GY 2016.
The transcript has been edited to provide
additional clarity. Headings have been added
to aid the reader in navigation.
Thank you Frank. So just to recap our financial results. We
had record sales our sales were up in local currency 9.7%. So
we outdo the market again, with outstanding market share
gains because of our new product flow in our power equipment business. In fact, power equipment was up for the six
month period 13.6%. That’s an extraordinary level of growth
in the markets we compete in and I’ll show you the flagship
Milwaukee business was actually up 20%, again, for yet another six month period in a marketplace that’s growing low
single digits. We were thrilled with our performance in the
first half in terms of top line growth. Floor care and appliances was down five three. Remember this business includes
appliances which we’re exiting. We have a lot of OEM business that we have moved away from and there’s parts of that
business that are no longer strategic or profitable.
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Company performance
So the top line is down but we have tremendous enthusiasm about our floor care business out over the next three
years. It’s not a business that’s going to change overnight
but you will see and I’ll show you today some direction. We
are very, very confident that floor care will contribute to this
company’s profit growth as we go forward and I think our
credibility is pretty good because 82% of the company is setting record after record with one six month period of success
after another. In fact, you see the P&L as Frank pointed out,
sales up 10% gross margin up another 50 basis points. It’s the
eighth consecutive period of gross margin improvement.
So our top line growth is double-digit while the gross
margin goes up which means we’re gaining, we’re growing
the company without cutting price. We’re actually growing
the company with premium priced products that are priced
above competition, thanks to the outstanding technology in
the new product-machine that we have built in this company.
Of course net profit up as at a record level up 12% on the net
line.
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So we are investing some of our gross margin improvement back in SG&A in a very thoughtful plan, so that we can
drive more new product in the future, we can build and market our brands, and we are also are committed to geographic
expansion. We had as Frank pointed out, outstanding success
outside of our core North American market. In fact our European team did a tremendous job in the first half. In Asia we’re
seeing real traction in some focused markets that we’re after.
So the company is no longer just a North American story and
that’s thanks to the investments that we make in SG&A.
So as we point out this is not an easy thing to do. Gross
margin up, six month period the six month period, year of the
year. The progress here is extraordinary, and I can tell you
that this will continue. We believe over the next five years,
there’s still a lot of room for TTI to expand that gross margin.
As floor care gains traction with its new products, as we continue to capture market share with our leadership position in
our Milwaukee brand and our Ryobi brand, you will see the
gross margins of the company will continue to show excellent steady, solid progress. It’s not like there’s one incident
that drove gross margin up. This is 30 basis points, 50 basis
points, 70 basis points. Every six months you see us grinding
out improvement in gross margin, while we grow the company double-digits.
I can tell you this is a very, very difficult thing to do in the
industry that we’re in and something we’re very proud of.
OK, Frank pointed out inventory and working capital, we
still are best in the world in terms of managing our working
capital in this company. We put inventory in place in the
first six months to cover the new product flow to customers
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like Home Depot, who demand high service level, we believe
that we have the highest level of service to our customers of
anyone in the industry, and we will be rewarded for that as
time goes on. But with that said we’re very focused on working capital and on inventory specifically. This is an area that
you’ll see improvement on this year and in the next couple
of years. But we won’t compromise service to our customers.
That’s a key part of TTI.
A basic measure of productivity, of course, is looking at our
sales growth versus headcount. Sales are up 10%, headcount
up in the six month period 1.5%. So what does that tell you?
That tells you that our operations are increasingly efficient,
the productivity plans, the automation that we’re investing in
is working beautifully. That’s another reason why our gross
margin continues to go up and another reason why we have
so much potential gross margin.
We made the expensive and difficult investments in CapEx
to allow the company to offset the potential inflation of labor,
and to continue to improve our profit as we grow the company no matter what happens with the labour force that we
work with around the world.

Milwaukee performance
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I shared with you that Milwaukee was up 20% in the first
half. If you look back over the last three years we’re growing
this business at a 20% clip like clockwork. This is an extraordinary, unprecedented level of growth in the mature global
power tool/industrial marketplace. It’s amazing. We are doing
it not just in our core market. North America had a fantastic
first half. Europe was up 22% in the first half, 22% growth in
Milwaukee in Europe with all the issues in Europe. We’re taking market share like crazy and growing at an incredible clip.
And in the rest of world, our business is paced by Australia
where we have become the number one power tool company
by far, and where we had an amazing first half in a tough
economy.
For example, in Korea, we have invested in South Korea.
We put in Milwaukee organisation in place and our results

Milwaukee ASEAN team from Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, Philippine, Thailand, Singapore, and Indonesia.
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are so far ahead of plan, and it’s highly encouraging. We will
build a very significant Milwaukee business in Korea which is
an advanced market that rewards productivity in technically
advanced products. You’ll see that as as time unfolds.

Ryobi performance
So, overall power equipment up 13.6%. We have OEM
businesses here that are actually down, where we are de-emphasising. Milwaukee up 20%, Ryobi had a record breaking
amazing first half. The Ryobi brand has become the number
one brand of DIY power tools and outdoor equipment in the
world. The number one brand. The former number one brand
which is a company I used to work for, held that position for
80 years and we have passed everybody in the global DIY
marketplace. I don’t think investors realise yet with this
means. TTI is now the number one D.I.Y. brand of power tools
and power equipment worldwide with Ryobi.
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The key to Ryobi’s success has been the Ryobi cordless
One+ system which is now the number one cordless DIY program that is available in the world today. With all the competitors that we face, along with all the challenges, for us to
be number one in DIY was a pretty extraordinary situation.
Of course Milwaukee is the fastest growing industrial brand
in the world today in power tools and long term the potential
for Milwaukee is unbelievable. I don’t believe investors have
any idea of how much upside there is with these two brands.

Competitive development
So let’s talk about why are we in a position of leadership.
Today, TTI is the clear leader in the most important part of
the power tool market which is cordless. We have invested
like crazy over the last decade in breakthrough, leadership
cordless technology. We did it before this was fashionable.
We did it when the whole world was selling Nickel-Cadmium. We invested in Lithium. We invested heavily in onboard
electronics, we invested in all sorts of advanced technology.
The payoff is in this room today, and the payoff will be very
evident over the next five years.
Our competitors are trying to catch up. They’re trying to
follow us. We love the position of leadership but we plan
to not relinquish that position and you’ll see why here in a
moment.
So with Milwaukee, we have designed the FUEL program,
which is the world’s most advanced cordless power tool line,
thanks to a brushless motor that’s really based on onboard
electronics and advanced circuitry in the tool. To make the
FUEL leadership position even stronger, we are pleased to
announce today that we have developed the world’s most
powerful battery for a power tool. This is a nine-amp 18-volt
battery. When used with the tools that we offer today and
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with the new tools I’ll show you, you get unprecedented,
corded type of performance with cordless tools.
All the competitors will try and follow
this. No one has one today. I’m sure after
today they’ll be a lot of announcements, but
we’re first once again. And we’re first again
with the world’s most powerful battery for
power tool use. With that battery we can do
extraordinary things with cordless.
For example, we have introduced last
month the world’s first full-size rotary
hammer for drilling holes in concrete. So
this is for those of you who do a lot of large
diameter hole drilling in concrete, this is
a 5kg rotary hammer. Literally drills holes
one and nine-sixteenths inches in diameter.
So that’s a full sized rotary hammer and
there’s no cord. It’s unbelievable. It is actually lighter than the corded version. You can do demolition
work. You can take a chisel and chip with this product with
our nine-amp battery for 20 consecutive minutes. That’s the
most rigorous application you can imagine. We’re
the only company in the world that’s got one of
these rotary hammers.
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So next we have developed what we believe will
be the top performing cordless mitre-saw in the
world. Historically people have tried to develop
cordless mire saws with little tiny blades which
give you an unsatisfactory performance. We have
competitors that are now taking their corded mitre
saws and trying to adapt them to cordless. But the
problem is they weigh a ton and they’re awkward,
unwieldy to take to the jobsite. The whole idea of
cordless is to be small, compact, lightweight, manoeuvrable and portable and that’s what this saw
gives you. This saw will be a ten-inch saw, it will
perform 96% of the applications a mitre saw user
requires, and it will be 25 pounds lighter than the
product that our leading competitor just introduced last week. Twenty-five pounds lighter, which is a big
deal to the end user.
OK, this is just the beginning. We have a full line of FUEL
Milwaukee cordless nailers. We launched this two months
ago, we can’t keep these in stock. These nailers dramatically
outperform the competitors in the category. Our largest customer is delighted with the performance of these products.
They are premium-priced but they they work so well, once
people pick these up and try them they won’t put them down.
They just want to buy them. They are priced at a level that
the industry has never seen for this kind of nailing products.
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Today we will show you this is the first
ever full sized cordless polisher. So this is a
great example of our cordless technology.
This product which weighs like two pounds
lighter than a corded polisher. It allows you
to polish your car, your boat, your Ferrari ,
whatever, your motorcycle, without a cord.
It’s so light that it can be used by any and
every end user. Landscapers love it. They
can polish a sculpture and a statue in the
garden, and this will open up a whole new
marketplace for the category of polishing
as opposed to always having a generator or
a cord.
It has performed so well, people can’t believe its cordless. They look for the cord they can’t believe the
technology. But because of our motors, because of the electronics on board, we’re able to design cordless products that
actually perform better than the corded
products they replace.
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This is amazing. Not only do we out-perform our competitors cordless options in
the power tool business, but we can beat
the corded products that have been used
for 20 years because the motors are smaller and because the tools are so cleverly
engineered with a series of innovations
onboard.
So we also have developed the world’s
best-performing drywall screw gun. Now if
you ever go to a jobsite in North America,
you’ll see a lot of dry wall and you will see
these products used to drive drywall screws
for the interior construction. Because of the
brushless motor, and the onboard electronics, this drywall
screw gun is faster than any corded or cordless screw gun
in the market today. It’s also much more quiet because the
brushless motor has a much more forgiving sound. If you’ve
ever been in a job site in the US and you’ve heard a contractor use one of these, the sound is like nails on a chalkboard.
That’s what they always buy ear plugs to cover up their ears.
So this has got a delightful sound, it’s fast like crazy, and it’s a
pound lighter than anything in its class.
As you can see this just goes on and on. We have so many
of these leadership cordless products in the works that the
market is about to be attacked by a Milwaukee range that will
permanently change this marketplace. The upside potential
if you just think of the next five years, is huge. We’re going
to keep doing this year after year for the next five years. All
these products are highly accretive in terms of gross margin. All these products create an aftermarket of batteries. So
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when people buy cordless they come back and they buy extra
batteries. They come back and they buy extra tools that work
off those batteries, and as you can see this is a virtuous cycle
that will generate an amazing long term financial performance for the company.

Milwaukee One-Key
One of the most exciting things we’ve ever done, in an area
where we’re way ahead of our competition again is OneKey. One-Key is actually a range of products where we have
a bluetooth capability so our tools connect to your iPhone
through a unique Bluetooth connection with our own Milwaukee cloud. We launched this six months ago. As of today,
the Milwaukee Bluetooth app is in the top 10% of all apps
downloaded on Apple. The top 10%. Can you imagine all the
apps now. It may not be in the top 10% for the folks in this
room. Not a lot of you are plumbers and electricians at commercial job sites, but the people who buy One-Key love this
app. Once they get it, they download it and they really can’t
live without it.
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I can give an example why. We just introduced yet another
extraordinary One-Key product. This is a Sawzall, cordless
reciprocating saw. So this is a very powerful product for
cutting all sorts of materials. A contractor who uses this has
a difficult time setting the strokes per minute. In other words
the speed of this product is something we refer to as strokes
per minute. This product if you pull the trigger will give you
3000 strokes for a minute. So the blade goes back and forth
3000 times a minute. If you pull the trigger and cut that fast
in something like stainless steel you actually melt the steel,
because of the heat build up. So with One-Key we actually
are able to take your iPhone, and you can you can punch in
the application “stainless steel”, and the saw will automatically adjust to the proper strokes per minute, which is about
1850 strokes for a minute versus 3000. So all you do is punch
in the application, the saw will adjust its cutting speed and
it doesn’t matter what the contractor does, he can squeeze as
much as he wants, it will cut exactly at the perfect speed and
leave you with a perfect cut with no damage.
There is no one in the world even close to this kind of
technology. There are
probably hundreds
of applications where
that One-Key Bluetooth download gives
you an advantage.
You’ll see that as time
goes on we, actually,
when we launched
One-Key six months
Milwaukee’s new Sawzall with One-Key allows for tool customisation.
ago we were shocked
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at the level of sell-through. Let’s just say people really understand the power of using their smartphone to control something as advanced as their power tool on a jobsite.

Sub-compact 12-volt tools
We continue to be surprised at our commanding leadership
position in the sub-compact market. You might remember six
years ago we created a market, a 12-volt cordless market we
call “sub-compact”. These are ultra-small tools that are much
easier to use than, say, a full-size tool. These sub-compact
cordless tools actually give the same kind of performance,
runtime, and durability as the traditional full-sized tools,
because of the brushless motors and the advanced electronics on board. We have 88 different tools in our M12 platform.
Eighty-eight. The leading competitor that we go up against
has like 10. No one’s even come close to TTI’s leadership in
this critical and growing market. It’s another example of our
commanding leadership position in cordless.

Milwaukee lighting
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So maybe the biggest opportunity we’ll talk about today
is a whole new area called lighting. So high-output lighting
is an area that we think has massive potential long term for
the company for profitable growth. So here’s why. A job site,
if you’re in the middle of a high rise condstruction, whether
it’s night or day, inside the building before the power is on,
it’s dark. It’s always dark, so lighting on a job site is a big deal.
Historically lighting on a job site has been halogen, incandescent or fluorescent. Halogen lighting is so hot, if you touch
it you get third degree burns. In fact Halogen lighting can be
150, 180 degrees Fahrenheit.
The technology of halogen lighting on the job site is about
40 years old. It’s dated old technology. These lighting products are all in AC. They plug into the wall and they’re unsatisfactory to say the least, and unsafe. So we have pioneered
a range of LED. lights using Milwaukee’s unique battery
system. We think we can change this jobsite lighting environment permanently, and expand on our leadership in cordless.
Here’s an example. This is a light we call a Radius light.
This is a light that you
would put in a room
like this if this room
was under construction and it was dark.
You’d have a light like
this that would light
up the room so that
workers can get their
job done. Historically
all these lights that we Part of Milwaukee’s M12 sub-compact range.
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compete with are floor mounted and they’re
huge. So in the middle of this room you would
have a giant light, so that workers can get
their work done.
Now the problem with that is first of all you
have to plug it into a generator which makes a
lot of noise. Secondly halogen is one hundred
fifty degrees Fahrenheit, it’s dangerous, and
third how do you work if the middle of the
room has a big giant light in it? You have to
manoeuvre around the light. So we have this
ceiling-mounted light called a Radius light.
By the way, it’s connected to One-Key, so your
iPhone can be used to set where to point the
light, when to turn it off and on. These lights
can connect together so you can put ten of
these in a room in a large ball room, interconnect them, and control them on your iPhone.
There’s never been anything like this in the
in the industry. Remember, every one of these
The Radius floodlight from Milwaukee
lights is powered off the same battery that
you use in a drill and a power tool. We have
begun selling some of these lights. You can’t believe the reaction and the gross margins are highly accretive.
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Here’s another example. This is called a search light. So this
device is used by, say, utility workers, if the power lines have
a problem, which is never during the day, right? So there’s a
storm it’s night. So the workers have to go out and figure out
where the power lines have some sort of issue. This Milwaukee searchlight would shoot a beam 540 metres. Five hundred
forty metre beam. So you can identify the issue. But then the
problem with traditional search lights (which have about half
the beam strength of ours) is that you can see only two feet
in front of you, because it’s dark and the beam only shoots
a long way away. This has a flood light capability. You push
another button and you can see three feet around you. So
you don’t step into a ditch or on an
alligator or something bad.
People look at this is a flashlight.
This is an amazing breakthrough
for a utility worker, for an infrastructure worker, whether it’s a
nuclear power plant, an offshore
drilling rig, or electric utility company or whatever. Remember, this
didn’t exist twelve months ago.
Twelve months ago there was no
lighting. We now have 16 high-performance LED lights. Each one has
unique features and capabilities
that no competitor can match. All

Milwaukee search light.
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of our competitors now seem to be adding lights to their story but their lights are just “me-too” lights, where they plug in
a battery to an off-the-shelf, made in China commodity light.
Every one of our products was designed with specific input
from a jobsite, and we think we will end up being something
that will be a must on high performance job sites around the
world.

Hand tools
Five years ago we said we’re
going to get into the hand tool
market, we’ve never sold hand
tools. We now have a massive line
of hand tools broadly distributed
around the world. We’re expanding
it, for example here’s a new one of
locking pliers which our largest
customer in the world just put our
locking pliers in, and discontinued
the former world leader which was
called Vice-Grip. It’s pretty incredible that we replaced an iconic
brand, but we did.
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Milwaukee Torque Lock pliers.

This is an example of what
we’re doing in hand tools. We’re methodically going category
after category attacking competitors with better product at
a premium price and winning market share. We also were
very fortunate to buy a company called Empire almost three
years ago. We will double this business in three years and will
double it again in another three years.
We’re about to launch with Empire technology a line of
state of the art Milwaukee brand levels of course priced up
with the performance, it’s at a whole new level. And this is an
example of how we’ve gone in the hand tool market with zero
business and now we become a very formidable competitor
here and long term we believe we will get this business two
billion dollars plus.

Ryobi One+
So the other part of the power tool and power equipment
story is Ryobi One+. We have had amazing success taking our
Ryobi cordless DIY platform, developing this line, and marketing it globally. So much so that today as I mentioned Ryobi
is the number one DIY brand of power tools in the world.
Ryobi One+ is the number one cordless DIY line in the world
and Ryobi is also the fastest growing line of the tools in the
world, and this is incredible, with all the competitors we have.
A big reason for that is that we had the foresight to use
the same battery with our power tools and with our outdoor
equipment so we have an overarching platform. Our competitors create a series of orphan platforms. They’ll develop
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one battery for power tools and a whole separate battery
for outdoor or for other products. So if you were loyal to a
competitive brand, your garage would have sometimes two,
three, four different chargers, all kinds of batteries and none
of it works together. That’s why people have just flocked to
their Ryobi One+ system, because we’ve been very disciplined
about maintaining one platform.
The marketing for Ryobi has been extremely successful.
So actually what we’ve done around the world is tailor our
marketing tool to the local markets with a universal goal of
being the number one line of DIY power tools in the world.
This has worked better than we could imagine. The growth
rate of Ryobi One+ is off the chart, and the momentum we
have here is really extraordinary. The reason is we have the
same battery, and we keep launching great new product. So in
power tools, we already have the leading line of DIY cordless
power tools. We’re launching all kinds of new products this
year. This is a really cool QuietStrike pulse driver. So this is
a screwdriving device that makes no noise. For a DIYer, it’s a
real breakthrough and performs beautifully.
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We also have of course lighting in our DIY program. So
we take the same technology we have in Milwaukee, and we
adapt it to the Do It Yourself environment. We’re launching
a whole range of these here in the next six months under
Ryobi One+. In outdoor, are we have developed a wide range
of outdoor power equipment all using that same battery.
This program has also been incredibly successful and we also
continue to drive more new product flow here in One+. So for
example we launched this blower earlier this year. This is a
18-volt blower, that will out-perform anything in its class. It’s
selling like crazy and it’s just another good example of taking
that One+ battery and expanding it into other areas.
So a brand new area for us is garage door openers. Earlier
this year we rolled out what we think is the most brilliantly
engineered line of garage door openers in the marketplace today. So if you live in North America,
in a single family home. If you have
a garage door, it’s likely you would
have an opener. So when you pull
up to that garage door, you push the
button and the garage door would
activate and come up. OK so how
does this tie into Ryobi One+ batteries? Well, we were able to engineer
a garage door opener, so that if the
power goes out in your house, the
Ryobi battery in that garage door
opener, will actually allow you to
open and close the garage door one
hundred times on one charge. One
Ryobi Garage Door Opener with smartphone app.
hundred times.
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So if you think about it the worst time in the world for the
power to go out is when you pull up to the garage, it’s raining
outside, your kids are inside, there’s no power and ordinarily
you’d have to get out of the car, and manually activate the
garage door -- which is a nightmare. So with Ryobi you just
push the button and it works just like it does if you have full
power in the home.
This is such a breakthrough concept that initial sales are
very, very encouraging and we believe we’re going to be a
leader in this space. But remember it’s all linked back to Ryobi
One+. We are not developing orphans around the store of
Home Depot. We’re developing a universal platform with
products that work in a whole lot of different areas in and
around the home.
Ryobi One+ now is an incredible line. It’s the broadest line
of DIY cordless products in the world today. We have dozens
in dozens of new cool innovative products we’re developing
that will expand this line and if you look at our competitors
no one has anything like this. They have outdoor products.
They have power tool products. But nobody has this this
overall family.

Floor care
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Finally, let’s talk about floor care. So in floor care our
results are down in the first half. Our enthusiasm about the
business is high. Why? We have an outstanding plan in floor
care here to develop this business in terms of sales and profit.
We believe the future in floor care is cordless, robots, and
commercials. So those three areas. We’re going to focus on
cordless floor care products, on robots which is a brand new
area for us, and on commercial which is a massive opportunity for the floor care business.
So what you see here is an example of cordless this is a super light, convenient high performance vacuum. You can operate it as an upright vacuum. The suction is great, it weighs
a third as much as a traditional upright vacuum. It’s cordless,
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and we think the potential for this element of the floor care
market is significant. So we’re rolling out a variety of these
vacuums that target the convenience of space-oriented floor
care. We’ve developed three different robots with all kind of
functionality, and we’ve been thrilled to see the early reaction from our customer base on robots. Major customers in
North America have embraced our robot line and you will see
tremendous distribution and sales in the back half for the
Hoover robot series. We will also roll these out later this year
over in Europe.
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Now remember, when you look at our floor care results,
we’ve never had robots. The robot market is almost as big
as the entire upright vacuum cleaner market. It’s a massive
market. It’s an area where cordless matters a lot because
these are all cordless and guess what, we are very very good
at cordless technology. So we’re optimistic that we can compete and flourish in a robot market that has a lot of promise.
So a couple of years ago we bought a commercial brand of
floor care called Oreck. This is a highly respected commercial
brand in North America, it’s also a brand that many high end
consumers love. This is the first brand new, newly engineered
Oreck product that’s been out in six years. It has a bag system
for superior cleanliness and sanitation and it’s got a unique
bag coupling system that allows you to eliminate the danger
of debris going back into the atmosphere.
In Europe we have several brands for floor care. We have
VAX we have Dirt Devil. These brands will all follow the same
strategic direction of cordless robots and commercial. This
is a picture of some of the new generation cordless products
we’ve launched in Europe. Again we do not make projections
about our floor care business based on the first half this year.
We have exited appliance categories and OEM categories that
weren’t contributing strategically and we are going to grow
like crazy the parts of the floor care market that have the
best gross margin and long term promise.
The last part of this is commercial. We have a technology we developed in Hoover commercial called “HushTone”,
which means these commercial vacs, which you would use
in a building like this, they are so quiet you can conduct the
meeting while the janitors are cleaning up the
building. We have this
HushTone technology
not only in corded but
also in cordless. We will
share more of this story
with you as time goes
on, but this is a very big
marketplace that we
think our technology
will be successful in.
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And I can tell you in the last six months which you don’t
see when you look at the results that we announced, we
established a new global floor care headquarters in Charlotte,
North Carolina. The headquarters is a very exciting dynamic
product development environment consistent with what
we’ve done with Ryobi and Milwaukee. We have. Significantly
upgraded our floor care teams both in North America and in
Europe. So we have a much stronger and I would say we have
a floor care team that’s aligned much more closely with TTI’s
core competence of high speed product development and really obsessing over what the customer really wants and then
finding ways to solve those questions better than our competitors. So I think that you will see as time goes on that floor
care will be a contributor to the company’s financial progress.
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TTI’s floor care research and development centre in Charlotte, North Carolina (illustration)
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Richard
McMillan of
BND Australia
became
involved with
helping the
people of
Myanmar in
2013
The help
provided is
in the form
of education,
and the
establishment
of microbusinesses
If you would
like to join in
helping, please
go to:
www.saffronaid.com

One of the outstanding features of the home
a good life with education and secure work.
improvement industry is how many businesses
(There are 10,000 girls in Myanmar aged
and people are richly engaged in community acbetween 9 and 12 sold to the sex trade and
tivities. While many of these tend to take place
human trafficking in Thailand alone.) Somein Australia, some have extended their generosithing all parents in extreme poverty would
ty to countries far less fortunate than our own.
want for their children.
Richard McMillan, national sales manager at
Unfortunately their parents are duped into
BND Australia, is one of those who has, quietly
letting their girls go as they are promised
and effectively, been working to help families in
they will be educated, given a job and be well
Myanmar.
looked after. When they went across the borHNN spoke with him
ders, girls were used for the
recently.
sex trade and the boys taken
Saffron Aid is based on
HNN: How did you come
to factories as slave labour.
using practical social ento be involved in Saffron
The girls are ashamed to
trepreneurship techniques. come home and if they did,
Aid?
RM: My wife Louisa and I
We look at the entire com- the community would shun
visited Myanmar in 2013.
them as they have become
munity and develop proThis was a time when
prostitutes through no fault
grams with the input of the of their own.
the military junta was
starting to allow “limited
This was the main reason
community that will meet
free speech”. The people
we became involved in
their requirements without Myanmar, trying to help
we visited and met were
disrupting their culture
being both excited and
families stay together with
full of pessimism about
improved education, agrithe future of the country. Their main concern
cultural techniques, development of micro
was about the role of the military and how
businesses for villagers to bring in an income
they would react if democracy took hold.
stream.
We were both concerned about how the
If we can help the poorer villages in remote
people of regional areas would survive in
regions with education and helping to set
what would become
a very fast changing
world and how it
would affect their
way of life and
culture.
When we visited
towns closer to the
borders of Thailand and China, we
were told about
foreigners coming to
villages and paying
parents for their
children, mainly
young girls aged
between 8 and 12,
so they would get
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up micro businesses for families, we aim
to reduce the need for parents to sell their
children for as little as USD100 to so called
“caring people”.
We want the children become educated
so they to have the opportunity to live out
their dreams while still being able to be a
child in a safe and secure environment with
their parents.
Children should be allowed to be children
in all countries and given access to opportunities for education and advancement.
HNN: How long have you been involved in it?
RM: We have been assisting villagers since
2013. This has been through self-funding
small projects around improving quality
of crops used by families for subsistence
farming. These projects involved distributing good quality vegetable seeds to families.
These families are now producing enough
food for themselves and have excess stock
to sell at the local markets.
This has enabled their children to attend
school and we have had some of these children attend high school and starting university. Something as simple as providing seeds
has the ability to change communities and
people’s lives.
HNN: What do you think makes Saffron Aid
different from similar initiatives?
RM: Saffron Aid is based on using practical social entrepreneurship techniques. We look at
the entire community and develop programs
with the input of the community that will
meet their requirements without disrupting
their culture but allowing micro businesses
to grow within the village’s economy. This
gives a whole economic benefit to the community and allows children to attend school
and feel safe and secure.
Saffron Aid is a registered Australian
charity that is working in Myanmar and will
be doing similar projects in remote areas of
Australia as well. We are looking for funding
and donations to help fund Saffron Aid and
its projects.
As a revenue raising channel we will be
offering adventure tours to Myanmar using
eco guides trained in Myanmar to take people
fishing in the rivers as well as off shore
fishing, rafting and canoeing tours through
magnificent jungles that still contain wild
elephants and tigers.
These tours will be run through Myanmar
Adventure Tours using, where possible, only
businesses started through Saffron Aid

projects. These tours will generate income
for guides and businesses in remote villages
as well as generating money that Saffron Aid
can use to run existing and new projects.

Background information
Saffron Aid will be working at the grassroots
of remote Tanintharyi Region in south western
Myanmar to help educate children, parents and
teachers to develop strong, sustainable communities that will assist in stopping child slavery
and the trafficking of children for the sex trade
while developing micro businesses to help raise

the family income above the poverty level.
The Tanintharyi Region has only been open
to foreign tourists to travel freely for approximately 12 months. Many villages have not seen
many foreign visitors and Saffron Aid wants to
develop the tourist industry so locals can take
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advantage of the economic benefits while maintaining their culture and way of life.
Some of the Saffron Aid projects it aims to
start include:
• Develop teachers’ knowledge and skills in
community-funded schools through professional development mentoring
• Help set up a network for teachers to be able
to communicate and share knowledge
• Build or complete classrooms
• Training in hospitality and tourism
• Development of micro businesses
• Environmental training for communities
to create safer, healthier villages and living
conditions
• Environmental training for people and businesses involved in primary industries such as
fishing and farming
• Provide knowledge to primary industries
on how to improve the quality of food using
sustainable free-range practices
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Subscribe
Don’t miss out!
We’ll email you the
summary and link
every fortnight

Current projects
• Completion of a classroom at a monastery
school.
Requires USD15000 all 105 students can
learn in a proper school environment. These
funds will complete the building and provide
desks, blackboard etc.
An extra USD6000 will provide electricity
for the students so they can study at night
and create a small playground.
• Teacher professional development mentoring
To help primary school teachers gain skills
in modern teaching techniques by having
visiting education professionals mentor in
non-rote, learning techniques. Teachers are
paid by funds raised by the community not
by the government and their wages are very
low compared with government-funded
schools.
Want to become involved? Please visit the
links below:
www.saffronaid.com
Link to home video:
https://youtu.be/OnomXFokkbU

Click to subscribe
or go to:

http://goo.gl/lHPt57

HI
WEEKLY
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Pre-fab micro
dwellings from
Avava Systems
Rsearch into
timber at UQ
Tallest pre-fab
building in
Melbourne
Women at Hilti
UK’s Toolstop
is stocking
DeWalt
smartphones
iSeekplant
campaign
Interpod
accreditation

Global Mobile Communications (GMC)
has signed up UKbased retailer Toolstop
to supply DeWalt
MD501 handsets. The
agreement will see the
device made available
online via Toolstop.
co.uk.
GMC managing
director Stephen
Westley claims 5,000
of the phones have
already been sold since
its launch in May this
year – and will account
for GBP7 million of its
revenues over the next
12 months. He told
Mobile News:
Nobody has ever sold
a smartphone in this
kind of retail environment before. Tradesmen won’t necessarily

look in a conventional
phone shop for a work
phone, but they’ll
spend the majority
of their time in a tool
shop.
Having the brand
in this environment
is beneficial to both
ourselves and Ingram. Tradesmen
already see DeWalt
as a high-quality and
well-established brand.
I’m confident this
agreement will help us
achieve our targets.
In April, GMC signed
a three-year deal with
Ingram, an American
distributor of computer and technology
products, to distribute
the MD501. Power tool
maker DeWalt first
entered the mobile

market after partnering with RugGear,
a manufacturer of
“tough mobile phones”.
The new phone
pairs rugged looks
with tough durability
— it is rated IP68 for
water resistance (up to
2-metres of immersion
for 30 minutes), 810G
for drops (survives
2-metre drops to concrete), and can work
in temperatures from
-20 degrees up to 60
degrees centigrade.
The MD501 can also
work with gloves,
even though it’s a full
touchscreen device.
DeWalt doesn’t
actually manufacture
the MD501 — that
job is handled by
GMC — the company
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is just providing the
brand on the device. In
addition to its rugged
specs, the MD501 has
LTE (Long-Term Evolution) support (for UK
and European networks), a 13-megapixel
camera, 1.3GHz processor with 2GB of RAM,
5-inch 720p display,
3,950mAh battery, Qi
wireless charging and
Android 5.1 Lollipop.
DeWalt also said it
has amplified loudspeaker for clearer
speakerphone calls at
noisy jobsites.
http://goo.gl/LxTEqW
http://goo.gl/xbJ6mO
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Fresh from the
launch of its online
news site, realestate.
com.au has announced
a six-episode video
series with Three Birds
Renovations, a trio of
Sydney women who
have developed a reputation for producing
dazzling renovation
makeovers in a short
amount of time.
Best friends and
busy mothers, Lana
Taylor, Erin Cayless
and Bonnie Hindmarsh
all walked away from
their corporate careers
in 2014 to create a business and pursue their
passion for renovating.
Together they founded
Three Birds Renovations and in the last 24
months they have renovated four properties,
each taking around six
weeks to complete.

The six-part series
follows the journey
of their latest renovation of a typical fibro
three-bedroom house
in the Sydney suburbs.
They showcase how to
find the ideal property
and what it takes to
turn a knock-downrebuild project into a
stylish family home in
40 days.
It shows how the
women re-design every
inch of the suburban home, including
kitchen and bathroom
transformations along
with the organised
chaos of personally
styling the home for
sale in just a few days.
The video content will
be supported with
articles, images and
galleries on realestate.
com.au. Libby Minogue, executive gener-

al manager – media &
marketing for realestate.com.au said:
Since the launch of
our new-look news
site, we’re more primed
than ever to deliver
video content that
inspires, entertains
and delights. As 20% of

our 5.94 million unique
audience come to us
seeking information
and entertainment,
we are thrilled to have
Bonnie, Erin and Lana
on board to produce
this six part video series for realestate.com.
au. The Three Birds are

renovation experts and
will demystify some of
the common questions
and concerns people
have around renovating…
https://goo.gl/ebzOzS

Sherwin-Williams picks Poised Taupe
Paint company
Sherwin-Williams has
selected Poised Taupe
(SW 6039) as its 2017
Colour of the Year. It
has described the hue

as “a modern take on
a timeless classic”. Sue
Wadden, director of
colour marketing said:
Poised Taupe celebrates everything peo-

ple love about cool grey
as a neutral, and also
brings in the warmth
of brown, taking a colour to an entirely new
level…Poised Taupe is
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a weathered, woodsy
neutral bringing a
sense of cosiness and
harmony that people
are seeking.
As the Sherwin-Williams team travelled
the world to identify
the latest trends
and make this year’s
selection, it became
clear that neutrals are
beginning a transition
from the monochrome
grey of the past five
years to a more complex taupe and brown.
In a recent homeowner survey conducted
by Sherwin-Williams,
nearly 40% of the

respondents agree
that they would like
to incorporate warmer
neutrals, such as warm
greys, taupes or beiges,
into their home decor.
Additionally, more
than two in five people
identified taupe as a
timeless neutral they
would choose.
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Tiny, pre-fab
dwellings
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Avava Systems has
created a prefabricated
micro dwelling with
components that are
shipped in flat-packed
boxes, for easier
transportation and
assembly.
Called Britespace, the
home is available in
three sizes, with their
names — Model 264,
Model 352 and Model
480 — reflecting the
square footage they
encompass. All of the
units contain a living
area, kitchen, bathroom and closet.
Prices range
from USD117,000 to
USD223,000, which
includes (permitting)
flat-pack delivery, installation and contractor services. Furniture
and appliances are not
covered in the cost.
The company said:
Current prefab
methods have moved
standard construction
practises into a controlled environment,
which is indeed an improvement. However,

moving and installing
completed buildings
is very difficult. Roads
and cities were simply
not designed for items
this large.
Avava’s housing
system is transported
in flat boxes and can be
assembled in less than
two months. All of the
components are built
in a factory in the San
Francisco Bay Area,
where the company is
based. It said:
Our most recent
project was a Model
264 and was packaged
and brought to the
client’s property as just
64 flat-packed components, and assembled
from start to finish in
six weeks.
The Britespace
dwelling consists of
a patented framing
system made of engineered wood, and infill
made of structurally
insulated panels (SIPs).
The cladding can range
from wood to stucco, as
well as other materials.
Avava said:

High-rise
timber research

We think about cladding, as well as other
systems in the building,
as component based,
and so interior and
exterior finish materials will be interchangeable.
On the entrance
facade, a glass door
and several windows
enable natural light to
fill the compact home.
Inside, the team
incorporated oak flooring and LED lighting.
The interior finishes
are low VOC and contain no formaldehyde.
The house is designed
to accommodate an
electric water heater
and a grey water collection system, along with
rooftop solar panels
and a battery pack to
store generated energy.
For its next project,
Avava is working on a
version of Britespace
that can be quickly disassembled, which will
enable owners to easily
relocate. The company
aims to “provide more
flexible housing solutions for our cities as
they rapidly change”.
The home is part of
a growing tiny house
movement, which
advocates living simply
in small structures.
http://goo.gl/JCXatM

The University of Queensland has teamed up
with Hyne Timber, Lendlease, engineering firm
Arup and the Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries, to create the Centre for Future Timber
Structures (CFTS).
Director, professor Jose Torero said the centre
would research ways to use timber to meet the
challenges of sustainable construction. He said:
The centre houses a new Australian Research
Council-funded Industrial Transformation Hub
with a mission to engineer new timber building
products. The findings will help deliver tall timber buildings and transform the timber industry
in Queensland.
Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries Leanne
Donaldson said researchers from DAF’s Forest Product Innovation team at the Salisbury
Research Facility had been instrumental in
establishing the centre of excellence and would
work closely with the scientists. She said:
The Palaszczuk Government is providing $1
million over five years and in-kind contributions
to the centre, and I look forward to seeing results
that will stimulate greater use of Queensland
timber in high-rise construction projects.
The centre will develop engineering solutions
that address current barriers to the use of structural timber in the fast-growing, medium-rise
tall buildings market where timber is an ideal
construction material.
Researchers involved in the new centre have
already developed new products using techniques from the aerospace industry to greatly
improve the strength of timber products.
http://goo.gl/8nkztx
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Australia’s tallest
prefabricated building
– a 133-metre, 44-storey
residential tower – is
located in Melbourne’s
CBD.
Constructed by
Hickory Group and
designed by Rothelowman Architects, the
La Trobe Tower has
been developed using a
prefabricated construction method that
dramatically improves
build times and reduces site disruptions.
Hickory estimated that
its structural building
system allowed the
project to be completed more than eight
months faster than
traditional methods.
Hickory managing director Michael Argyrou
said:
With this project we
have proven that there
are faster, safer and

less disruptive ways to
build.
All structural elements on the La Trobe
Tower project have
now been trucked to
site and craned into
place, with only interior fit out works to be
completed.
The project’s success
is expected to lead to
more widespread use
of the construction
method, with plans
for three similar
Melbourne projects
by Hickory Group in
the works. Mr Argyrou
said:
This would have
widespread benefits
for the environment,
workers and consumers, while underpinning
the creation of exciting
new opportunities for
the Victorian property and construction
industry.

Hickory installed
much of the high-rise
structure after-hours,
trucking in the oversized prefabricated
components at night to
avoid disrupting tram
and vehicle traffic on
busy La Trobe Street.
A quiet electric crane
and strict noise control
measures were put in
place and monitored
throughout the eight
month night work
period to ensure neighbouring residents were
not disturbed by the
activity, resulting in
zero noise or congestion complaints. Mr
Argyrou said:
We hope the success
of this tower will lead
to more widespread
adoption of our
fast-track building
method and provide
a best-practice benchmark for future high-

Hilti Australia won
the Lendlease Crystal
Vision prize for “Advancing the Interests
of Women in the Construction Industry” at
the 20th anniversary
of the National Association of Women in
Construction (NAWIC)
Awards held recently
at The Star in Sydney.
Hilti won the award
for the still uncommon
strategies implemented
by the firm to ensure a
dedicated diversity and
inclusion team focused
on four key areas:
flexible work arrange-

ments; developing
women for leadership
roles; recruitment practices; and establishing
external partnerships
to raise awareness.
These strategies have
led to an increase in
female applications for
employment with Hilti
from 10 to 15% in the
last 12 months alone.
NAWIC’s NSW Chapter
president, Sarah Hogan
said:
Hilti’s commitment to
advancing the careers
of women is bearing
fruit, and 30% of its
executive management

team is female. Hilti is
showing the industry
how diversity can be
delivered.
Women achievers
from the Australian
construction industry were honoured
at the awards hosted
by NAWIC NSW. This
year’s event attracted
a record number of
entries across 11 categories.
Ms Hogan explains
that the NAWIC
Awards for Excellence
celebrate both rising
female stars and recognised leaders from

rise developments to
follow.
The building is host
to 206 one and two
bedroom apartments,
plus a common area
featuring a lounge, outdoor terrace, kitchenette, and gymnasium.
Mr Argyrou will
present at this year’s
prefabAUS conference.
prefabAUS CEO Warren McGregor said:
The latest evolution
of Hickory’s prefabricated building
elements approach,

devised specifically for
high rise construction
projects, enabled the 44
level structure to rise
at a rate of two floors
per week – double the
industry benchmark
– coupled with enhanced worker safety,
90% waste reduction
and reduced traffic
congestion. This new
approach represents
world leading technology.
http://goo.gl/QxwS4c

the industry, as well
as companies supporting female talent.
Laura Durkan, head
of human resources at
construction, refurbishment and fitout
company Richard
Crookes, was present-

ed with the Business
Woman of the Year
Award sponsored by
WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff Engineering
Services.
http://goo.gl/S4neuC

Hilti recognises women in construction
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Online plant hire
equipment company iSeekplant has
launched a new video
marketing campaign,
making light fun of the
challenges in the world
of construction and
mining in Australia.
iSeekplant.com.
au claims to have
the country’s fastest
growing online plant
hire equipment and
services database with
over 3,800 customers,
and 110,000 users. It
recently received investment backing from
Seven Group Holdings.
CEO Sally McPherson
said the series of short
films take aim at the
issues in the Australian construction and
mining industries.
Australia’s mining,
construction and infrastructure industries
are facing some of the
toughest conditions
yet. These industries
are still some of our

largest employers and
the backbone of many
cities and regional
towns. However,
many players in these
sectors are employing
antiquated business
practices and need to
take a serious look at
how they can shake up
their business strategy
to ensure they stay
profitable and relevant
in the modern, digital
world.
It’s vital that we take
a serious look at how
companies in these
sectors are operating;
sourcing equipment
and resources, marketing, and the move to
digital are all critical
factors that need to be
addressed.
Ms McPherson wanted to create shareable
content that would
resonate with her audience, aiming to reach
over 20 million people
through social media.
She said:

Humour is often the
best medicine; our videos poke fun at situations and stereotypical
characters in the industry, which will mean
we get cut through
with our audience.
Demonstrating our
understanding of the
uniqueness of the plant
hire and construction
industries, every frame
of these videos is a celebration of the inside
jokes and the humour

that makes working on
a construction site fun
every day.
The tongue-in-cheek
films celebrate the
distinctly Aussie
characters and comical
situations that arise at
worksites across the
country.
The first video “Poor
Brian” showcases
the frustration in
the industry of not
being able to source
the correct machines

for construction or
infrastructure projects.
The other videos take
a jab at the truckloads
of trinkets that hire
companies use to win
jobs and also take on
dodgy operators and
time wasters in the
industry.
You can view the
iSeekplant video here:
http://goo.gl/hcU23f

Interpod Offsite
has recently earned
WaterMark certification for its bathroom
pod range. It is the first
Australian company to
offer WaterMark certification on bathroom
pods.
This means the
plumbing design,
fixtures and connection methods used in
Interpod’s bathrooms
are compliant with
the Plumbing Code
of Australia and the

relevant Australian
Standards, relating to
product quality, and
warrants that it is fit
for purpose.
WaterMark certification is mandatory
for bathroom pods to
be legally installed as
a “deemed to satisfy”
solution in accordance
with state and territory plumbing regulations. If bathroom
pods are not certified,
it is necessary to have
the pods approved as

an alternate solution
on a per project basis.
This additional level
of complexity has now
been eliminated.
The WaterMark
logo conveys that the
product has been rigorously tested. Full scale,
working prototypes of
Interpod’s bathrooms
were thoroughly evaluated for adherence
to strict installation,
functional and operational standards. This
included significant

testing of in-situ performances such as hot
and cold cycles, highly
repetitive functions
and the longevity of

each component in a
bathroom pod.
goo.gl/n1dZpn

http://goo.gl/DrHe2t

Interpod’s WaterMark accreditation
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Makita USA has
expanded its 18V
Lithium-ion cordless
tool platform with the
18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
6.0Ah battery (model
BL1860B).
The new battery is
engineered with more
run time (twice the
run time of the Makita
3.0Ah LXT battery), but
with the same weight
and dimensions as the
lower-capacity 3.0Ah,
4.0Ah, and 5.0Ah LXT
batteries.
It reaches a full
charge in only 55
minutes. The company claims this is the
fastest charge time in
its category. For added
convenience, it has an
on-board LED charge
level indicator.
The BL1860B is compatible with over 150
Makita 18V cordless
solutions.
The 6.0Ah battery is
expected to set new
standards in run time,
particularly when
used on efficient
brushless motor tools
or in tandem on select
Makita X2 tools. Makita 18V X2 LXT (36V)

cordless tools are powered by two 18V batteries, and are designed to
deliver corded power
and run time for
highest-demand tools
such as saws, blowers
and trimmers – but
without leaving the
18V battery platform
or investing in heavier,
high-voltage batteries.
Senior product manager, Carlos Quintana
said:
When contractors
search for a cordless
replacement for a
corded tool, voltage
is only part of the
story. Watt hours, the
product of amp hours
and voltage, measures
the amount of work
performed by the tool
and is a better performance indicator.
Watt hours is calculated by multiplying
voltage and amphours.
It is a key indicator
of battery capacity
and run time, and this
example offers a comparison between the
BL1860B and a higher
voltage battery:
Makita 18V LXT

6.0Ah
- 18 x 6.0 = 108 watt
hours
- 8V X2 LXT Recipro
Saw powered by two
18V 6.0Ah batteries: 2 x
108 = 216 watt hours
60V 2.0Ah battery
- 60 x 2.0 = 120 watt
hours
Mr Quintana added:
“With two six amp
hour batteries, an 18V
X2 tool can meet and
exceed corded tool performance, but with the
same fast-charging 18V
batteries that contractors use on their core
18V tools as well as
flashlights, fans, radios
and many more. For
contractors, it’s one
18V battery platform
and one solution.”
For improved tool
performance and
extended battery life,
Makita created Star
Protection Computer
Controls™. Star Pro-

tection is communication technology that
allows the Star Protection-equipped tool and
battery to exchange
data in real time and
monitor conditions
during use to protect
against overloading,
over-discharging and
over-heating.
Makita LXT batteries
equipped with Star
Protection, including
the new BL1860B, ensure added protection
when used with an
LXT tool also equipped
with Star Protection.
Makita 18V Lithium-Ion batteries
deliver consistent
power and run time in
extreme temperatures,
even in winter (-4-degrees F/-20-degrees
C). The impact-resistant outer case
and shock-absorbing
inner-liner are made
to protect the battery.
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Each battery has 16
contact terminals to
maintain a constant
connection with the
tool to help prevent
power loss or fluctuation.
The Makita Rapid
Optimum Charger
(sold separately) is
a smart-charging
system that communicates with the battery
during the charging
process to monitor
current, voltage and
temperature. This
charging technology
helps optimise battery
life and deliver a faster
charge. In addition, the
charger has a built-in
fan to cool the battery
for more efficient
charging, even in hot
weather conditions.
http://goo.gl/AxWRfd

products
less. And if it rains
your sprinklers should
turn off. What we do is
‘smart watering’.
With real-time
weather data accessed
through the cloud,
watering in each section of a yard can be
tailored to layout and
vegetation.
The two colleagues
David Witting lives
Blossom, and is one of began shipping Blosin Southern California the latest inventions
som’s first product,
and was enjoying July in the fast-expanding a 12-zone controller,
4th fireworks with
market of home auto- in March 2015 after
a few friends on his
mation.
raising money through
backyard deck when,
Manrique Brenes,
investors and a Kicksuddenly, his garden
Blossom chief execustarter campaign.
sprinklers went off. He tive and co-founder,
The 12-zone model is
said:
holds 14 patents covsold at selected Home
I didn’t have to rush ering home networkDepots, Best Buys and
into my garage with a ing and industrial
online.
flashlight to find the
Ethernet applications.
A smaller, more modcontroller. I just pulled He has worked with
est version, Blossom
out my phone and
Blossom co-founder
8, which covers up to
turned them off in a
Kaido Kert at Skype
eight zones, launched
second. It was pretty
and Microsoft. Mr
in June. It is offered on
cool.
Brenes said:
Blossom’s website and
This is what the
Traditional irrigation on smarthome.com,
“smart yard” is about. controllers are just
with a broader rollout
Mr Witting’s irrigatimers. They go off
planned over the next
tion system can be
on a given schedule.
two months.
adjusted from an app But plants consume
In California, where
on his iPhone that
water as a function
water is often priced in
connects to the conof the weather. As it
tiers with the higher
troller in his garage.
gets cooler, they need
tiers costing more,
Through his home
WiFi, the controller
also pulls satellite and
local weather data
from the internet. It
automatically turns
off his sprinklers when
it rains.
Mr Witting lives in a
place where drought
continues and water
supplies are shrinking,
where his tech-friendly systems could be
crucial to conserving
enough water for a
growing population.
His system is
designed and manufactured by US-based

Smart yard
systems
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Blossom can lower
homeowner bills by as
much as 30%, the company estimates. The
controllers connect to
existing wiring, valves
and sprinklers. Most
users say installation
is easy, taking less
than half an hour.
From the start,
however, Blossom has
faced competition. A
Denver-based start-up,
Rachio, sells a 16-zone
smart water controller.
It can work with other
smart-home systems
such as the Nest
Protect smoke alarm,
turning on sprinklers
when smoke is detected.
Rachio’s 16-zone device is more expensive
as well as larger than
Blossom’s 12-zone controller. And it garners
superior reviews on
Amazon: 4.5 stars out
of a possible 5, as compared to Blossom’s 3
stars. Recently, Rachio
launched an 8-zone
version that has also
garnered 4.5 stars. Mr
Brenes said:
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Much of our development has focused on
our cloud-based infrastructure and we have
returned to enhancing
our Blossom App with
new features.
And Blossom’s ambitions aim well beyond
selling individual units
to homeowners. Its
founders are in talks
to partner with Scotts
Miracle-Gro that
released a “connected
yard” platform and a
mobile app called “Gro”
at the SXSW interactive festival this year.
GRO app’s information
on individual plants,
their geography,
planting and fertiliser
schedules could be
integrated with Blossom’s watering system.
This video shows
how Blossom works:
https://goo.gl/e0mkUn
https://goo.gl/dprjyd

products

High
performance
MDF panels
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The Tricoya Extreme
MDF from Gunnersen
is a new range of high
performance wood
based panel products
that deliver durability and dimensional
stability in challenging
environments.
Suitable for exterior
and interior applications, especially in wet
and high moisture
conditions, Tricoya
ExDF uses proprietary acetylated wood
technology and a
modified fibreboard
manufacturing process to create a robust
and long-lasting wood
panel product.
It challenges the
most fundamental
reason for wood swelling – water absorption
onto hygroscopic

wood fibres due to the
presence of hydroxyl
groups. The hydroxyl
groups or water loving
sites can bind or release water molecules
causing wood to swell
or shrink.
Tested in Australia
for fungal decay and
termite performance
in comparison to
durability class 1
timber in field trials
at Humpty Doo (NT)
and the AFRC (Australian Fenestration
Rating Council) Lab
in Melbourne, Tricoya
ExDF’s performance is
shown to significantly
exceed durability class
1 timber such as Spotted Gum.
Tricoya ExDF panels
are ideal for a wide
range of applications

Positive joint
action from
pliers
Hand tool brand
Crescent has added
to its line of pliers.
Designed for versatility, the new 4 1/2” Mini
Tongue and Groove
Pliers allow users to

such as facade cladding/siding; fascia/
soffit panels; window
and door components;
door skins; wet interiors, including wall
linings in swimming
pools, bathrooms
and changing rooms;
speciality furniture
including lockers,
cubicles, chairs and tables; play frames; tree
houses and exterior
composite furniture;
signage; and sound
barriers among many
more.
It is a versatile wood
based panel that can
be cut, coated, sanded,
glued, machined and
fastened. This provides users with all
the flexibility normally associated with
MDF but in extreme
applications.
The Tricoya ExDF
panel is delivered with
a 150 grit sanded finish
and can be sanded
with fine sandpaper
to achieve a smooth
finish. Conventional
water-based paint
coatings may be used
to decorate the panel.
Tricoya ExDF should

Emergencies often
call for an undersized,
versatile fastening
tool to get into tight
areas on equipment or
objects. The Crescent
4 1/2” Mini Tongue and
Groove Pliers have a
rivet design with precision-machined joint
access hard to reach
interlock, assuring
spots. With a sinsmooth joint action
gle-dip handle for easy and decreased chance
cleaning and secure
of slipping position or
grip, its small size is
coming apart under
ideal for access and
load.
portability.
Product manager,

be installed with stainless steel fasteners and
fixtures with A2 or A4
(EN 10088-1) quality
or AISI type 304 or 316
when possible.
The product is
available in a standard
board size of 1,220mm
x 2,440mm in 6mm,
9mm, 12mm, 15mm and
18mm thicknesses. The
15mm and 18mm panels are also available
in a large format size
measuring 1,220mm x
3,050mm.
The sustainably
sourced FSC certified
wood based panels
offer advantages such
as design freedom
with all the fixing and
machining flexibility

of medium density
fibreboards; enhanced
stability with reduced
swelling and shrinking; fungal and pest resistance; and a 25-year
in-ground and 50-year
aboveground Tricoya
ExDF warranty.
With extended periods between exterior
coatings, Tricoya ExDF
also reduces maintenance costs over the
long-term. The wood
based panels are also
non-toxic and recyclable, and can be safely
reused or incinerated.
http://goo.gl/nnAr5y

Marisa Stephenson
said: “We designed
the Mini Tongue and
Groove pliers for professionals who often
need a versatile tool
capable of getting into
hard-to-reach areas.”
The new Crescent 4

1/2” Mini Tongue and
Groove Pliers come in
a rust-resistant black
oxide finish and have
non-slip, easy to clean
cushion grips.
http://goo.gl/024k9q
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Contractor
grade mower
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Masport’s new Contractor 3 N’ 1 professional self-propelled
mower features a
three speed, changeon-the-go transmission, which provides
an ideal speed-to-job
ratio. This is combined
with the capacity to
either catch, mulch or
rear discharge, with
a large 2.5 bushels
Dacron catcher.
Powered by the
choice of either the
commercial Honda
GXV 160 or Briggs &
Stratton series 850

engines, this 21-inch
self-propelled mower
is suitable for large
yards and commercial
landscaper use. Designed for professionals, the three speed
GT transmission has
an all-metal, constant
mesh, oil lubricated,
cone clutch gearbox
with precision bearings to the shafts.
The robust 14 gauge
heavy-duty high
arch steel deck is
hard-wearing and
long-lasting. Together with a generous

Ingersoll
Rand’s
PowerSocket

tunnel and bar blade
cutting system, the
result is an effective
cutting, mulching, rear
discharge and catching
performance.
The die-cast aluminium wheels, fitted with
precision bearings, are
extremely tough and
designed to operate
under commercial
conditions. The
extra wide 8-inch x
9 1/4-inch wheels are
fitted with a synthetic
rubber tyre, providing
traction and smooth
operation.
The bolt-in axles
provide a solid fix to
the chassis. A connecting rod and twin
compensation springs
lets the operator adjust the height of the
mower with minimal
effort. Large diameter,
heavy gauge handles
are matched with
heavy-duty controls

able, the PowerSocket
helps technicians save
time and energy loosening stubborn bolts.
Similar to a standard impact socket,
the PowerSocket fits
directly on the square
drive of a half-inch
impact tool. Once
fastened to the tool,
it provides up to 50%
Ingersoll Rand says
and money by elimmore torque than
its new PowerSocket
inating the need for
standard impact
delivers up to 50%
additional tools. Eric
sockets. The unique
more torque comSuro, global portfolio
power ring design ampared to a stand-alone leader for Ingersoll
plifies the tool’s power
impact tool and can
Rand Power Tools said: output.
break loose virtually
In field testing the
It is also lightweight
any bolt.
Ingersoll Rand Powand compact to fit in
Its design and robust erSocket broke bolts
tight spaces, making it
power loosens hardloose almost immeideal for applications
to-remove fasteners,
diately, when other
that usually require a
bolts and lug nuts fast, methods failed. With a larger impact tool or a
saving mechanics time variety of sizes availbreaker bar.

and cables, which are
extremely strong and
resilient to wear.
Four handle height
positions have been
included; along with
extra durable PVC
handle grip and an
ergonomically positioned starter cord,
helping to alleviate
operator fatigue and
strain.
A front bumper, engine guard and height
lever guard provide

protection from
damage to the chassis, front axle, height
lever and engine. The
bumper also provides
a lifting handle and tie
down point to secure
the mower.
http://goo.gl/dRULXR

The PowerSocket
is available in five
different sizes, 17mm,
19mm, 21mm, 26mm
and 27mm, to meet the
standard bolt and lug
nut variations from a
variety of car and tyre
manufacturers.
The sockets are
specifically optimised
for use with Ingersoll

Rand half-inch Impactools™, and are also
compatible with halfinch impact tools from
other manufacturers.
http://goo.gl/1MSEFE
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A 3D look
with tiles
Interlocking Stone
Tiles by Outwater
are an alternative to
traditional ceramic
tiles. These tiles are
created from 100%
natural pebbles and
stones that are sorted
for colour, size and
thickness to create
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uniform colour and
level surface. After
sorting, they are hand
placed onto interlocking mesh backer for
seamless installation.
Constructed from
real stone, these tiles
are ideal for indoor
and outdoor com-

Eliminating
paint strokes
Get rid of brush
strokes and dry edges
when painting with
latex paints with
Dynamic’s Dyna Flo
Extender for Latex
Paints & Primers.
Eco-friendly and
non-toxic, the latex
extender slows drying
time to extend the wet
edge.
Requiring only 60mls
of Dyno Flo Extender
per four litres of paint,
the latex extender
is a non-yellowing
additive and evaporates from the applied
paint, leaving the
paint in its original
form.

mercial and home
applications. Being
impervious to weather, indirect heat and
moisture after proper
grouting, the many
applications for the
tiles include: kitchen
backsplashes; fireplaces; vertical walls in
bathrooms and showers; entryways; on
walkways; and around
pools.
All of the tumbled
marble and exotic
pebble handmade tiles
can provide unique
flair. The hand sorted
tile mosaic is convenient to install with
interlocking sides. The

larger style 12 inch x 12
inch tiles require less
labour to install than
traditional ceramic
tiles that are usually 4
inches x 4 inches.
Requiring nothing
but traditional masonry methods, tools and

grout for installation,
Outwater’s Stone Tiles
can provide long lasting, attractive results.
goo.gl/vQnBgH

available in Australia
also include brushes
and rollers, trays,

extendable poles,
caulking guns, blades,
scrapers and wall

fillers, as well as protective wear and drop
cloths.

Maintaining a wet
edge while painting
is crucial for preventing brush and roller
marks. Painting large
areas can be difficult
to complete before the
paint dries, and adding
a latex extender allows
a professional finish to
be completed without
rushing.
All Dynamic’s
products are tested by
professional painters
to ensure quality and
reliability. The company has been providing
innovative paint products for more than 40
years.
Dynamic products
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At ABSCO Industries, it is our mission to manufacture the best
outdoor storage and garden products available anywhere.
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ABSCO Industries
is a wholly owned
Australian company
manufacturing a
large range of steel
products including
garden sheds, large
outdoor structures
and garden beds.
From its manufacturing facility in Brisbane, ABSCO offers
an extensive range
of over 350 different
types of outdoor
products. ABSCO
Industries has been
the major supplier
of these products to
the hardware and
outdoor building
industries for over
40 years. The good
reputation that we
built up during those
years is now being
recognised throughout Australia and
rapidly expanding
overseas markets.

reduces the time and
effort required. ABSCO Sheds assemble
up to 80% faster than
its competitors.
Most components
are marked with part
numbers which are
also clearly identified throughout the
three dimensional
drawings displayed
in the assembly
instruction booklet.
SNAPTiTE reduces
screws by 75%! It
permanently locks
all perimeter channels to all roof and
wall sheets without
the need for tools
and fasteners. Most
other connection
points have been
fully pre-punched to
maximise the ease of
assembly.
ABSCO has an
ongoing dedication
to product development. Being small
and nimble allows
SNAPTiTE
ABSCO to design
Technology
products that are
ABSCO products
on trend and bring
feature the unique
them to market
patented SNAPTiTE quicker than a traditechnology. This rev- tional manufacturer.
olutionary assembly
system dramatically

For more information,
please visit our website at
www.abscosheds.com.au
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Agmer Workwear

From the 1940s to today, an Australian company
offering style, comfort, durability and safety.
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Agmer has been proudly Australian owned and
operated since the early
1940s.
We have been keeping
Australians safe and dry
for over 70 years and have
built our reputation in the
industry on the backs of
the Australian worker.
As a trusted supplier of
the iconic bluey jacket, we
continue to expand our
range from quality hi vis
garments to specialised
fire retardant clothing.
Incorporating the latest
advances in fabric technology and modern designs,
our range of workwear
continues to appeal to a
spectrum of tradies and
corporations looking for
that edge over their competition.
This can be found with
our industry leading ultra
hi vis polos, vests, and
large range of jackets and
pants.

We are also leading the
pack with our Hardline
workwear range , built and
designed for the modern
craftsman. Nothing has
been spared to bring
about the hardest wearing
and street inspired designed pants and jackets
to Australia’s tradies.
In addition to our ever
growing product range,
we also offer an in house
embroidery service, ensuring you an easy road
from order to completed
product.
We look forward to continuing to ensure the safety
and protection of the
“Aussie battler” from the
dangers of the workplace
and the elements of
nature.

Agmer makes the iconic “Bluey” jacket at its factory
in Thornburym, Victoria, drawing on over 60 years
experience at this craft.

Bluey Flying Jacket
Australian iconic
jacket that has served
to protect the Australian worker year after
year. The Agmer Bluey
Jacket is made from
21 oz wool fabric with
cotton flannel lining.
Heavy duty zip ensures
quality and continued
durability of jacket on
the work site. Deep
side pockets for all
your bits and pieces,
with quality waist and
wrist band. Colours Black, Navy, Charoal.
Sizes Sm to 6xl. Also
available in Hi Vis Style.

HDP - 301 Craftman Pants
The HDP 301 is the next
level in the craftman’s
gear on the work site.
Built from our harden
poly-cotton 310 oz
fabric, double stitching along the seams
and reinforced with
cordura, you got one
helluva of pant. Add
the Hardline styling
with our black contrast
trade mark, and your
assets will be demand.
Black trimming at the
botton of the leg keeps
the dirt where needed.
Deep side pockets
for all your nuts and
bolts. No bulls$^%@
3D designs here. Black,
Navy and Khaki. Sizes 77R

to 107R

Contact Agmer:

03 94806255
sales@agmer.com.au

agmer.com.au
hardlineworkwear.com
19 Anderson Rd, Thornbury, Victoria 3071
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Malco Shear Attachments

Labour-saving, cost-effective, Malco makes power
tools even more capable
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Malco shear attachments
are labour saving and cost
effective.
A metal-cutting power shear is now a more
accessible and practical
job-site addition than ever
before. Cost-effective TurboShear attachments from
Malco Products quickly
insert into the chuck of a
corded or cordless drill,
or impact driver, to make
fast straight, curved or
square cuts in sheet metal,
metal roofing and building
panels.
A sleek, lightweight
aluminium cast shear head
and a compact, moulded
polymer drill clamp allow
maximum portability and
ease to go wherever the
work is. The telescoping
clamp adjusts to fit both
length and width of a drill
motor housing as well as
smaller bodied impact
drivers. The clamp collar
allows the shear head to
be rotated 360-degrees
and set in any position to
optimise tool clearance
and facilitate easy material
flow.
Malco TurboShears can
be operated at high or
low speeds for the control
users need to make precise trim cuts, follow tight
patterns or navigate cuts
over profiles.
A Malco model TSCM
TurboShear attachment
provides enormous value
for both the time savings it
offers and the low investment required to achieve
clean precise cuts in corrugated metal roofing panels
every time.
Specialised, elongated
blades with compact jaws
create a steep 75-degree
offset so that the drill is
held at a more vertical

approach when starting a
cut. As the offset blades
follow the rising angle of a
corrugated profile, the drill
handle or battery pack has
clearance to naturally tip
downward and still clear
the roofing panel surface.
These hardened carbon
steel blades offer long service life in 0.31 to 0.61 mm
steel roofing material.
A versatile model TSHD
TurboShear attachment
features heavy-duty
gearing and larger, wider-opening blades for
cutting up to 1.22mm cold
rolled steel, including layered metal and seams. The
model TSHD is easily manoeuvrable and capable of
making precise trim cuts,
following tight patterns.
With the head rotated for
adequate clearance, it can
also navigate mild corrugated profiles.
Both of the TurboShear
models have a lateral
blade adjustment capability to ensure that cutting
performance and manoeuvrability can be maintained
for the life of the blades.
Replacement blades are
available and can be easily
installed on the job.

Contact
BND Australia on
1300 883 520
for your nearest retailer.
More information on the
Malco range in Australia
can be found at
http://bndaustralia.com.au/
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Merlin Software
Merlin’s
is Australian retail management
software-as-a-service tailored for hardware stores
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Providing retail management software is something of a balancing act
between its true cost (the
software itself, installation
and ongoing support), the
features it provides, and
the way the product fits
with the specific needs of
individual retailers.
What makes Merlin
Software’s Cobalt Retail
outstanding in its field is
that it has found the right
balance between these
elements. By designing
not only the software, but
its provision and support
services, Merlin enables
its clients to get just the
right features, along with
the best levels of support
and service. This makes
using the software convenient and easy, while also
providing a high value
proposition.
At the core of these
innovations is Merlin’s
understanding that the
best way to deliver retail
software is through what
has been called “software
as a service”. Rather than,
as in the old days, selling
software as a standalone
product, then charging
extra for everything — such
as support and upgrades
— Merlin provides Cobalt
Retail for a single monthly fee that covers most
of what a retailer needs,
including regular quarterly
upgrades.
As a result, there’s no initial capital investment, only
a monthly budget friendly
figure to rely on (subject
to each client’s installation
requirements).
This also means that
Merlin works to maintain a
constant relationship with

its customers. The software
costs are also much easier
to forecast and plan, with
the system remaining upto-date, and functioning at
its highest efficiency.

History
Merlin has been providing software for over 30
years, and its Cobalt Retail
product has been around
for 15 years. Its happy
clients include the Sanders
H Hardware in South Australia, the famous Pedders
Suspension Australia-wide
Group, and TAFCO Rural
Supplies in Victoria.

Installation
Replacing existing and
familiar software — even
if it is just MYOB or other
non-customised solutions
— can be a difficult task.
There is bound to be some
business disruption, and a
learning curve. Even when
it is evident the long-term
advantages make the
short-term inconveniences
well worth it, that initial
few weeks spent adopting
a new system can seem
daunting.
Merlin has really thought
through this process with
its Cobalt Retail software.
To begin with, rather than
having retailers struggle
installing software on
their existing computers,
Merlin supplies a complete, high-specification,
fully warrantied server with
the software completely
pre-loaded. There are
simply no concerns at all
about making an installation work.
This server is simply

The Merlin Software team at the Hardware & Building Traders’ 2016
National Conference in Townsville, Queensland. From left: Michael Procyk,
Sam Roberts and David Beard.
Merlin Software organises user group meetings, and regularly attends
tradeshows, making it easy for clients to interact directly with the team.

plugged into the existing
network in the retail management location. To make
integrating the server as
easy and cost-effective as
possible, Merlin offers a
range of assistance even at
this level. The monthly fee
for using Merlin includes
a generous allotment of
time for initial assistance
with installation, including
remote access by Merlin
staff, who can work directly
on the server via an internet connection.
Merlin is equally happy to
provide technical assistance and information to
third-party or in-house IT
support teams, or directly
to retailers themselves, if
they prefer to look after
their own installation
details. Merlin leaves that
choice entirely up to its
Cobalt Retail clients.

Getting started
When the Cobalt Retail
software is up and running,
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there remains (of course)
still quite a bit of setup
work to get done. Merlin
has worked hard to make
sure this process is as easy
as possible for its clients.
For example, in creating
new databases for the
client information, Merlin
supplies its clients with
a set of master spreadsheets. The client fills out
the database details in the
spreadsheet (or exports
the details from an existing system), then uploads
these into Cobalt Retail,
and the necessary databases are automatically
created.
Once again, Merlin is
happy to provide online
support to make this task
easier and faster for its
clients. The company can
also provide on-site staff to
work through the process.

Continues
following page

Inside Cobalt Retail
Cobalt Retail consists of
five separate modules:
Point of Sale (Pos), Accounting, Payroll, Commission Sales, and Ecommerce.
Clients are free to select
all or any of these modules
to use.

PoS: Sales
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Cobalt Retail’s PoS module has been designed to
enable the user to access
almost all of its functions
from a single screen.
The Sales component
includes cash, account
and layby sales, as well as
estimates and suspended sales. It also provides
management features,
such as creating accounts
and products, changing
price level, and calculating discounts to maintain
margins. It also integrates
with the Accounting and
Ecommerce modules.
From a management perspective, the Sales component enables a wide range
of reporting features.
All of these functions are
designed to scale as needed. Cobalt Retail works just
as well for a single store
operation, on up to franchises with over 100 sites.

store, or a group
network.
Merlin has a history of
working with large buying
groups to create integrations with their ordering
systems and other features. This helps to achieve
the best result for both the
stores and the group.

PoS: Customer

Cobalt Retail’s Customer component combines
aspects of accounting with
functions from customer
relationship management
(CRM) software to help
retailers get the most from
their client relationships.
The Debtors Ledger looks
after customer accounts
on an ongoing and historical basis, never deleting
transactions, so that past
accounts can be easily
viewed.
Individual pricing contracts can be recorded,
customer accounts can be
consolidated, customer
details can be used for
marketing purposes.

Merlin Software’s Cobalt retail management system provides a modern,
clean interface, that works the way today’s empolyees expect software to
work.

by the ATO, and preparation of PAYG taxation.

Cobalt Retail
Ecommerce

system enables “real time”
control of sites. Should
one site suffer an interruption to internet connectivity, it continues to function
for normal sales functions,
then reports back to the
centralised system automatically whenever connection is restored.

The Ecommerce module
of Cobalt Retail is designed to make it as easy
as possible for web designers to access the data
they need directly from
Services
Cobalt Retail. This leaves
them free to use the latest
Merlin provides a full
web techniques to deliver range of services to
the best possible web site. support its Cobalt Retail
product. These include:
Accounting module
Cobalt Retail
• Configuration of the
Multi-Site
Cobalt Retail’s Accountsystem to suit your
ing component fully
Users with more than one
business
integrates the Sales and
retail site using Cobalt
• Training of relevant staff
Payroll modules. Adding
Retail can access the softin each modulePOS,
supplier invoice details
wares multi-site systems.
computer and other IT
when stock is receipted,
Based on internet technolhardware and software
PoS: Stock
for example, will update
ogy, Cobalt Retail Multi• Hardware quotes from
Hardware retailers need a Accounting, eliminating
Site combines the best of
major suppliers
really robust stock datathe double-handling found connected systems, with
• Website and email hostbase. The Stock compoon some other systems.
the addition of individing under your domain
nent can allocate three sort Cobalt Retail
ual site robustness. The
name (charges apply)
levels of sub-categories to Payroll
Contact Merlin Software:
product files. Stock movement is fully integrated
Designed for small to
08 8354 1600
with Cobalt Accounting.
medium businesses,
sales@merlinsoftware.com.au
Receipting of stock into
and fully compliant with
www.merlinsoftware.com.au
Cobalt Retail will automat- Australian Taxation Office
240-280
Morphett Road. North Plympton, SA 5037
ically generate a creditor
requirements, Cobalt
invoice (or accrual). Suppli- Retail Payroll had help
er information allows stock eliminate such annoyances
to be ordered and tracked, as as repetitive data entry
and stock-take facilities
into separate systems after
ensure accuracy.
a pay run. Its facilities inOf course, the system
clude: Tracking employee
Click here to visit Merlin
scales easily. Retailers can information and accrued
Software’s
YouTube chanmaintain a product and
leave, importing or enternel
for
more
information.
pricing file for a single
ing tax scales as released
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Cowdroy Weatherseal range
Easy-to-install range of weather seals and gap fillers
for windows and doors

Cowdroy’s Weatherseal
range can be integrated into
any design, or fitted by the
consumer to existing doors or
windows. The range is made
as easy as possible to install
and come complete with fitting instructions and self-adhesive backing tape. They are a
cost-effective way to seal gaps
and cut energy bills.
The range of weatherseals
and gap fillers can be fitted to
jambs, faces or edges of most
windows and doors. Choosing
the right product depends on
the specific needs.

CM48 Rubber
Windows & Door Seal

This continuous rubber seal
may be fitted to jambs, faces or edges of windows and
doors. It suits most windows
and doors and will seal against
the rain, heat, cold, dust,
draughts, noise, insects and
seals against rodents. It will
seal gaps 3mm to 5mm, is 5m
long and comes in white or
brown.

CM59 Rubber
Window & Door Seal

This continuous rubber seal
can be fitted to jambs, faces
Gap Filler seals gaps in most and edges of windows and
windows and doors that are
doors. It suits most windows
3mm to 4mm. It is easy to ap- and doors and seals against
ply and saves time and money the rain, heat, cold, dust,
on expensive sealants when
draughts, noise, insects and
large gaps or cracks require
rodents. It seals gaps 2mm to
filling.
3mm, is 5m long and comes in
It is suitable for domestic and white and brown.
commercial applications and is
available in 6mm, 10mm and
CM61 Brush
15mm diameters. The product Window & Door Seal
comes in a 5m roll and is availThis continuous brush seal
able in white.
may be fitted to jambs, faces or edges of windows and
CM14 Foam
Windows & Door Seal doors and seals against the
heat, cold, dust, draughts and
This continuous foam seal
insects. It suits all windows and
may be fitted to jambs, faces
doors and seals gaps 3mm to
or edges of most windows and 5mm. It is 5m long and comes
doors. It is suitable for most
in grey.
windows and doors and seals
against the heat, cold, dust,
draughts, noise and insects.
Contact Cowdroy
It is available in three difCowdroy can be contract by
ferent sizes. CM14 measures
phone
at:
9mm x 6mm, suitable to seal
1800COWDROY
gaps 3mm to 5mm and is 5m
long. It is available in grey and or by email at:
white.
sales@cowdroy.com.au
CM14A is 19mm x 6mm,
The Cowdroy website is
suitable to seal gaps 3mm to
located at:
5mm, is 5m long and is white.
www.cowdroy.com.au
CM14B is 12mm x 12mm,
seals gaps 8mm to 11mm, is
2.5m long and is white.

CM11 Gap Filler
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